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Introduction 
The present understanding of matter and forces in our universe is the result of an everlasting in 
tcrplay between ihe development in theory and experiment The theoretical model describing the 
interactions between elementary particles to our best present knowledge is the Standard Model 
One way to study the interactions experimentally is the use of a particle collider 
At CERN near Geneva a large collider is constructed (LEP) where electrons and their anti par­
ticles are brought into collision The electrons and positrons are injected in a circular tunnel with 
a length of 27 km At four points the particle beams collide and large detectors have been con 
structed to study the results of these collision processes The LEP machine is specially designed 
to study the weak interactions Millions of Ζ bosons the boson responsible for the weak neutral 
current interaction - are produced and its properties are studied in detail and with high precision 
To perform high precision measurements at particle colliders it is crucial to know the exact 
intensity of the colliding beams In particle physics this quantity is generally referred to as the 
luminosity The determination ot the luminosity in one of the experiments (L3) is the topic ol this 
thesis The implementation and the use of a silicon strip detector in L3, will be described in detail 
In chapter one the most important parameters measured at LEP are discussed, preceded by a 
short introduction to the Standard Model The process generally used for luminosity measure 
menls in electron positron colliders is small angle Bhabha scattering This process is discussed at 
the end of chapter one In chapter two the characteristics of the collider and the L3 experiment 
are given Together with the signature of the small angle Bhabha scattering, these experimental 
conditions determine the specifications for the design of the luminosity monitor 
The general features of silicon strip detectors for their application in high energy physics are 
presented in chapter three Some special attention is given to the behaviour of the sensors used tor 
the tracking detector in the luminosity monitor The more specific design details of the luminosity 
monitor are constricted to chapter four 
In chapter five the conversion from detector signals into coordinates relevant for the analysis 
is explained The selection of the small angle Bhabha scattering events and the subsequent de 
termination of the luminosity, are presented in chapter six Systematic uncertainties are carefully 
studied Important for a good understanding of the Bhabha selection are the events where a pho 
ton is produced in the scattering process These events are separately studied In chapter seven a 
comparison is presented between the radiative events observed in the data an their modelling in 
the Bhlumi Monte Carlo programme 
Introduction 
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Chapter 1 
Theory 
1.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to emphasise the importance of the luminosity measurement and 
to give a theoretical description of the process used foi this measurement small angle Bhabha 
scattering 
The chapter starts with a short introduction to the Standard Model Its basic concepts need to 
be undeistood in order to put the experimental results in perspective 
Subsequently a description is given of the most important parameters measured at the Large 
Electron Positron collider al CERN The LEP collider is designed such that the total available en 
etgy in a collision can be adjusted to the mass of the neutral mediator of the weak interactions, the 
Ζ boson Under these conditions the probability of the process of electron positron annihilation 
into a Ζ boson is strongly enhanced The LEP collider therefore provides a unique environment 
to study the weak interaction processes 
In the last part of this chapter the theoretical calculation of the Bhabha scattering cross sec-
lion is given A first order approximation is presented as this leading order behaviour is used to 
determine most detector design specifications Higher order predictions are discussed since their 
precision remains one of the limiting factors in the final luminosity determination 
1.2 The Standard Model 
1.2.1 Particles and fields 
The search for unification of different theories explaining a variety of obsei vable phenomena is 
one of the driving forces ol (particle) physicists In the past Maxwell achieved an important step 
in this unification with the description of the electric and magnetic forces in one theory 
Many years later a new theory was developed by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [1,2,3] which 
unilies the weak interactions with the electromagnetic force The Standard Model of electroweak 
interaction The model describes the interaction belween elementary particles caused by elee 
troweak lorces Although the strong interactions aie also implemented in the Standard model 
framework they are not specifically discussed heic 
The particles with spin = 1/2 the fermions, arc divided into quarks and leptons Furthermore 
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Table 1.1: The baste constituents of matter and the mediators of the fundamental forces (Q is the 
charge in units of the elementary charge e) 
the quarks and leptons can be subdivided into different generations ordered by increasing mass 
Such a generation or family, contains two quarks and a lepton with its corresponding neutrino The 
neutrinos are believed to be massless The number of generations is not predicted by the Standard 
Model It can be determined from measurements performed at LEP 
An important difference between quarks and leptons is the fact that quarks feel the strong 
torces whereas the leptons are not sensitive to this interaction Due to the strong force quarks are 
confined, so far they have only been observed in bound states Bound states of quarks are called 
hadrons and consist of either two quarks (mesons) or three quarks (baryons) The proton and the 
neutron are examples ot bound quark states The proton contains two up quarks and one down 
quark (uud) The neutron is a combination of two down quarks and one up quark (udd) Together 
with the most familiar lepton (the electron), the proton and the neutron are the construction blocks 
of all atoms known from the periodic table of elements 
An interaction between elementary particles can be interpreted as the exchange of bosons, 
which are particles with spin = 1 The electromagnetic attraction between two charged particles 
for example, can be represented as the exchange of a photon In a similar way the gluons (in the 
Standard Model eight different types of gluons exist) are the mediators for the strong force and 
the W+, W and Ζ bosons the mediators for the weak torce 
The existence of another boson, with spin = 0, is predicted by the model the Higgs boson, but 
it has not yet been observed In the Standard Model the presence of the Higgs boson is required to 
explain the masses of the elementary particles The experimentally observed elementary particles 
arc given in table 1 1 The τ neutrino has not been observed in direct measurements 
1.2.2 GWS model 
Starting in the sixties Glashow, Weinberg and Salam developed a method to describe the weak 
interactions coherently with the theory for electromagnetic interactions The model pi edicts the 
existence ot three massive vector bosons in addition to the massless, neutral photon Two chaiged 
4 
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bosons (the W+ and the W~) and one neutral boson (the Ζ boson) The W boson couples to a lep-
ton and its corresponding anti-neutrino or to a quark pair in which case transitions between dif 
ferent generations are even allowed The Ζ boson couples to leptons and quarks but the fermion 
flavour does not change in this interaction The allowed vertices with their strengths are shown in 
figure 1 1 
The Standard Model does not constrain all the parameters in fundamental interactions Since 
the parameters are related some freedom exists in the choice of the input parameters This relation 
is mostly due to the mixing of the electromagnetic and weak fields which can be parametrised by 
the weak mixing angle θ„ Once the value ol this angle is known the coupling strength of the Ζ 
boson to the fermions can be calculated (see figure 1 I ) 
If the masses of the fermions and bosons are used as input parameters the Standard Model 
prediction for the weak mixing angle is in a lowest order approximation expressed as 
M1 
sin20
v
 = 1 \ = 0 23 (11) 
M¿ 
The mass of the W boson is usually replaced by the Fermi constant (Gfi) which is determined with 
more accuracy The relation between the Fermi constant and the mass of the W boson is given by 
Г -
 Ш
 ' η 7\ 
where a is the fine structure constant and equal to 1/137 
1.3 The Ζ boson 
1.3.1 Decay modes 
Strong support for the believe in the validity of the Standard Model was obtained with the discov 
cry of the W boson and the Ζ boson with masses close to their prediction However, still many 
parameters are predicted by the Standard Model which remain to be tested One of the largest 
experiments designed to put the Standard Model at trial is the LEP collider built al CERN near 
Geneva The most important parameters on the collider can be lound in chapter two At LEP 
phase 1, electrons and positrons collide with centre of mass energies around 90 GeV The advan­
tage of studying collisions at this energy is the resonance behaviour of the weak force due to the 
fact that there is enough energy available tor the production of a real Ζ boson As a result reac 
lions can be studied where the electromagnetic interactions between the particles aie no longer 
dominant with respect to the weak interaction 
The lowest order processes which are allowed are governed by the exchange of a Ζ boson or 
a photon The Feynman diagrams ' for these processes are shown in figure 1 2 The main re 
action of interest is the reaction where an electron and a positron annihilate to a Ζ boson which 
subsequently decays into a (final state) fermion pair Through study of each of these final stales 
separately (muons, electrons, taus, quarks and neutrinos) the Standard Model can be tested exten 
sively The ratio of the observed number of Ζ bosons decaying into a specific fermion pan over 
1
 In all Геуптап diagrams in this thesis the chronology is trom the lett to lhc right 
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VERTICES 
photon 
W boson 
Ζ boson 
iQey» 
-ic-fO-y 
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Я« 
Figure 1.1: Vertex factors needed in Feynman's calculation of probabilities of interactions be­
tween elementary particles In the factors 'e' is the charge of the positron and γμ represent the 
Dirac matrices. In the diagrams 'c' is any charged particle, 'f' is afermion and 7' /,s any lepton 
with its corresponding (anti)neutrino V. 'q, ' is a u,c or t quark and 'q/ is a d,s or b quark. 
Figure 1.2: The low est older Feynman diagrams foi the cu hange of α γ or Ζ boson representing 
respectneiy the s-channel and the t-channel exchange 
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decay 
hadrons 
electrons 
muons 
laus 
invisible 
branching ratio 
69 9 ± 0 2 % 
3 357 ± 0 008 % 
3 361001 % 
3 371001 % 
20 0 1 0 1 % 
Table 1.2: The decay of the Ζ boson and in branching ratios Numbers obtained from the com 
bined LEP experiments 
the total number of observed decays (hence into any fermion pair) is called the branching ratio 
From the combined data of all four LEP experiments [4] the branching ratios are determined and 
given in table 1 2 
1.3.2 Cross section 
The probability lor the annihilation of an electron and a positron into a Ζ boson subsequently de­
caying into a fermion pair is expressed in terms ot a cross section Experimentally it is determined 
by counting the number of events, N, in which a fermion pair is observed This number of events 
is than normalised with the collision intensity The cross section, σ, therefore is given by 
N 
o=C ( 1 3 ) 
where С is the luminosity The luminosity itself is determined from the measurement of a pro­
cess with a theoretically well known cross section, e # small angle Bhabha scattering (sec the 
following section) 
The cross section of the process e+e" —> Ζ —> ff is strongly dependent on the centre ol mass 
energy, s/s Standard parameters for the Ζ boson are obtained from the line shape analysis, the 
measured cross section of the process e+e~ —> Ζ —> 1 f is plotted as a function of γ/s and the result 
is fitted to a Breit Wigner distribution An example of such a distribution is shown in figure 1 3 
The Breit Wigner distribution is parametrised by thiee quantities 
1 Peak position. 
The position of the peak on the ^fs axis represents the mass of the Ζ boson, M7 
2 Peak height. 
The peak height of the cross section distribution is related to the branching ratio of the pro­
cess under study The total height of the peak (when the cross sections of all fermion chan­
nels are added) is determined by the unitanty limit 
3 Peak width. 
The width of the distribution represents the total decay width Γ7, of the Ζ boson and hence 
its lifetime (τ = p) 
7 
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of the cross section of the process e+e 
centre of mass energy 
Ζ —» ff plotted as function of the 
To first order the cross section without any contribution from the electromagnetic interaction is 
given by the equation 
12л:Г7^Г[,Г7 >tt s 
σ0 = Mj {s-M2z? + M]r2¿ 
(I 4) 
This equation provides an accuracy of one percent If a higher accuracy is needed electroweak 
corrections have to be implemented 
Since the mass and the decay width of the Ζ boson are determined trom the horizontal position 
ol the peak of the Breit-Wigner distribution they are to a large extend insensitive to differences 
in the vertical scale of the distribution, in other words these two parameters are not affected by 
an oveiall shift in the luminosity measurement The luminosity determination should still have a 
small statistical error, high reproducibility and a well known dependence on ^fs Preferentially it 
should not even depend too much on -Js 
1.3.3 The number of light neutrino species 
The total width of the Z-resonance, Γ/, equals the sum of the widths of its decay products Ac­
cording to the Standard Model the Ζ boson couples to all fermions and the width can be expressed 
as 
Γ
ζ
 = r 7 _ w + 1 Y7^n + Nv Γ ζ ^ ν ν ( I 5) 
where N
v
 is the number ot neutrino families and Γ 7 ^ ν ν is the decay width of the Ζ boson into 
a neutrino pair Obviously this is only true lor neutrinos which are lighter than half the Ζ mass, 
otherwise they would not contribute to the width of the Ζ resonance 
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The measurement of the number of neutrinos using these partial widths requires the partial 
width of the invisible decay of the Ζ, Γ
ζ
_,
νν
, as input This can be calculated in the Standard Model, 
however the result is very sensitive to the masses of the top quark and the Higgs boson Although 
the mass of the top quark is at present measured at Fermi lab, the Higgs mass is still unknown 
Since the widths of the Ζ decaying into leptons and neutrinos depends in a similar way on these 
masses the problem can be circumvented with the help of the following expressions 
N
v
 = r ,
m
/ r ) ^
v v
 (1 6) 
- (Г - Γ/
 >qq - 3Γ/ _,,/) / r z ^ v v 
. t /—>w/ 
Using equation 1 5 the expression for the number of neutrinos is 
W 
Mjo/^u σ,_>/, J \Г/_,
 у
/ 
The experimental error on the determination of the number neutrinos is strongly dependent 
of the systematic error on the luminosity measurement The desire to increase the accuracy of 
the determination of the number of neutrinos has been one of the main reasons to upgrade the L3 
luminosity monitor 
1.4 Small angle Bhabha scattering 
1.4.1 Introduction 
Bhabha scattering is the processes where both the initial and the final state consist of an electron 
and a positron The most important properties of small angle Bhabha scattering are summarised 
below (in fact these are requirements for any type of process that could be used for a luminosity 
measurement) 
1 Large cross section. 
The cross section is high compared with the cross section of the reactions used to study the 
Ζ lineshape The statistical uncertainty in the luminosity determination is then not a limiting 
factor in the determination of the electroweak parameters 
2 Clear experimental signature. 
The final experimental systematic uncertainty in the luminosity measurement heavily de­
pends on the purity of the identification of small angle Bhabha events The amount of data 
collected with the L3 detector and the resulting high precision needed for the luminosity 
determination require a high precision detector and an extensive study of detector perfor­
mance 
3 Well known cross section. 
Uncertainties in the calculations of the cross section limit the precision of the luminosity 
determination Small angle Bhabha scattering is dominated by the exchange of a photon 
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and can therefore be calculated with high accuracy using QED calculations. Given the ac­
curacy level required at current LEP physics a small correction due to interference with the 
exchange of a Ζ boson has to be taken into account. 
1.4.2 First order QED cross section 
In this section a lowest order derivation is given of the theoretical value of Bhabha scattering cross 
section. Allowing an additional photon in the final state, all events of the type 
e
+
e —> e+e (γ) (1.8) 
are called Bhabha scattering. 
For two body-scattering in the centre of mass frame the 'Golden Rule' for the differential cioss 
section reduces to 
dQ. 64лг2 l/j/l 
where 5 is a statistical factor equal to \lj\ for j identical particles in the final state: in this case S 
= 1. The momenta of the incoming and outgoing particles are equal: \pt\ equals |/;,|. The matrix 
element, .M, is calculated using the Feynman diagrams2. To calculate the QED part of this process 
in first order the following diagrams are involved· 
e (]>i) 
c > , ) 
e Ы 
с
+
Ы 
The diagrams represent respectively the photon exchange in the s-channel and in the t-channel. 
Calculation ol the matrix element of these diagrams leads to the following contributions 
M •Ml-thamul + M
s
-th„nnil 
Ί 
(1.10) 
(]>2-Pl) 
Ί 
я ; 
with g
e
 = \jAna and и and ν are the Dirac spinors for the electron and the positron. When calcu­
lating the square of this matrix element it is useful to introduce the Mandelslam variables which 
make the equation more compact. 
ί = U>\ + PiY = Щ
ит 
t = (/>2-/'4)2 = 2 £ L ™ ( c o s e - l ) 
и = (jn -p2)2 = -2£,2)fn„,(cos θ + 1 ) 
( I . I I ) 
"Λ good introduction to the application of the Feynman rules tan be lound in rclerencc [5] 
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In the rest of this chapter cos θ will be written as с The average matrix element squared than reads 
as 
i\MÇ)=4gt s
1
 + и1 lu1 t1 + и1 (1 12) 
When the value ot the matrix element is substituted in the equation for the cross section the 
following differential cross section is obtained 
do 
dQ. 
a'\(3 + c2Y 
4s/ ( 1 - 0 ' 
(1 13) 
There is a divergence when the scattering angle Θ, approaches zero This reflects the fact that the 
coulomb potential has an infinite lange At these small angles the momentum transfer is small 
Since the cross section is large at small angles the luminosity detectors are located at very small 
angles If the detectors cover the lull azimuthal angle and in polar angle, Θ, range from θ„„„ to 
16πα 
о = 
Э
2
 θ
2 
J
mtn meo. 
(1 14) 
This lowest order cross section calculation is called the Bom approximation 
1.4.3 Corrections to the Born QED cross section 
Electroweak interference 
Although the QED contribution to Bhabha scattering is by far the most important, the annihilation 
of the electron positron pair into a Ζ boson has to be taken into account This contribution can be 
calculated in the same way as the Bom QED cross section, by replacing the photon with the Ζ 
boson in the relevant Feynman diagrams 
The total cross section depends on the matrix element squared, which consists of the following 
contributions 
М=М
ут
 + Му
М
 + М7{о + М7ы (115) 
The pioducts of the first two terms are present in the first order QED cross section given in equa­
tion 1 14 From the other products the most significant terms are the so called γ - Ζ interferences 
resulting in a cross section expressed as 
do 
~dÚ (1 16) 
Xis)2(^+c") + 2glc)+ 
*(') <4x:-zi)+(gì+g
2j(i+c)2 
(2(i ) + *(')) 
(1-е) 2 
( j ? : + ^ ) ( i + o 2 
2(1 -c) 
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where #(s) and χ(ή are the Breit-Wigner terms of the Ζ resonance [6] Although this is also an 
0(a2) contribution the correction is numerically small for small polar angles For large polar an­
gles however the exchange of a Ζ boson in the s channel is dominant and it is in fact used to calcu­
late some of the electroweak parameters The effect of the γ-Ζ interference is plotted in figure 1 4 
о 
τ — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — Γ ~ Γ " 
Ι ' ' ' ' Ι ' ' ' ' ι 
915 96 
Vs (GeV) 
915 96 
Vs (GeV) 
Figure 1.4: The contribution of the Z(s)y(t) interference (right) compared to the first order QED 
part (left) The cross sections are integrated o\er an angular range from 32 to 54 mraci 
QED corrections 
In the data analysis a delicate set of ïequirements is used to select a sample of Bhabha events with 
a well defined detector acceptance Due to these constraints on the phase space of the particles 
in the final state the cross section is determined with the help of a Monte Carlo simulation This 
technique allows a change of the selection criteria without the need to recalculate the total cross 
section 
The disadvantage of this method as opposed to the analytical calculation is that the cross sec-
tion of intermediate processes used in the derivation of the total cross section need to be positive 
and finite The higher QED corrections to the Bom cross section are divided into virtual photon 
loops and real bremsstrahlung Considering only the first order corrections (one loop diagrams) 
the cross sections are found to be divergent for small values of the momentum of the additional 
photon, к Part of the bremsstrahlung correction is added to virtual photon correction to solve this 
problem all photons with a momentum below a cut-off value ko are considered as virtual pho­
tons This procedure is justified since virtual photons with no energy are indistinguishable from 
real photons with no energy 
From an experimental point of view this value of ко should be as low as possible but there is 
a problem For small values of к the cross section for the soft photons (virtual plus soft brems-
12 
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Strahlung) becomes negative To overcome this problem the higher order terms of the QED cor­
rections are considered Summing the leading logarithmic terms of all higher order corrections an 
exponential form is obtained which solves the problem The implementation of this exponenti­
ation' method in the Monte Carlo simulation has first been developed by Yennie, Frautschi and 
Suura The event generator Bhlumi is based on the use of this method [7] 
Visible cross section 
The Monte Carlo event sample used for the analysis in this thesis, has been generated with the 
Monte Carlo program Bhlumi version 2 01 [8] The accuiacy on the generated cross section is 
claimed to be 0 25% Recently a new version of Bhlumi has been released with an improved ac­
curacy of 0 16% [9] Unfortunately the time involved in the simulation of the detector response on 
the generated events is such that the event sample could not be replaced Comparison of the cross 
section on generator level showed that the cross section does not change between the two versions 
of Bhlumi and therefore the error on the theoretical cross section is estimated to be 0 16% 
In total 4 1 million events have been generated requiring the momentum transfer / to be in 
the range 0 83 < / < 83 GeV The corresponding range of the scattering angle ot the electron is 
20 < θ < 200 mrad The event sample is generated at an energy of ^/л=91 25 GeV 
The exact dependence ot the cross section on the centre ot mass energy is determined with 
Bhlumi version 4 02 and is close to the expectation from the Bom approximation To obtain the 
cross section at an energy \A\ the cross section is scaled with a factor T,ls = (s/s')099" 
The small γ-Ζ interference, discussed in the previous section, has to be taken into account as 
well To calculate this correction the polar range is taken to be 32 < θ < 54 mrad In version 
4 02 the calculation of the γ-Ζ interference has been substantially improved To make use of this 
improved calculation in the events generated with version 2 01 the difference in the γ Ζ contribu­
tion between the two version has been determined For each centre of mass energy point the y-Z 
interference is calculted seperately, Τ
Ί
 / The precise visible cross section including the exact 
detector acceptance is determined after the data sample has been analysed The generated cross 
section, σ(91 25) is corrected for the centre of mass energy and the γ-Ζ interference lor each LEP 
fill seperately The total cross section is thus obtained by 
aBhium.(s) = <7(9125) Ty.z Tsls (1 17) 
The numerical results foi these values are are presented in chapter 6 
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Chapter 2 
LEP and L3 
2.1 Introduction 
Close to the city of Geneva a Large Electron Positron collider (LEP) has been constructed to study 
the electroweak interactions between elementary particles The electron and positron beams are 
accumulated in a storage ring and brought into collision at four intersection points To enable the 
study of both the Ζ and the W boson the centre of mass energy of the machine was designed to 
range from 80 to 200 GeV 
The first studies on the design ot a large electron positron storage ring at CERN date from 
1976 [10] In the summer of 1989 the beams were injected into the ring and the first decays of 
the Ζ boson were observed During the LEP phase 1 (1989-1995) the beam energies are tuned to 
range from 44 to 47 GeV The resulting centre ol mass energies of the colliding e+e pair are thus 
close to the Ζ mass of about 91 GeV 
This chapter starts with a description of the LEP machine Subsequently the L3 detector is 
introduced Extia attention is given to the BGO calorimeter of the luminosity monitor 
2.2 The Large Electron Positron collider 
2.2.1 The accelerator 
The size of a storage ring is closely related to the energy range of the stored beams Bending 
charged particles causes them to lose energy through the process of synchrotron radiation The 
energy loss per tum is given by [ 11 ] 
Д Е =
4 т г ,
e
 Et 
3 ρ
 m
) 
where m
e
 and r
c
 aie the mass and the classical radius ot the electron, Eheom is the beam energy and 
ρ is the radius of the storage ring With a beam energy of 45 GeV this leads to an energy loss oí 
100 MeV per tum for one electron (positron) 
The energy loss is compensated by the radio frequency (RF) acceleration system At the time 
LEP was designed, an upper limit on the feasible RF power was assumed to be 100MW To enable 
LEP phase II, with lorcscen beam energies up to 100 GeV and a current per beam of 3 mA, this 
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leads to an optimum bending radius of 3.5 kilometres Together with the need for extra space to 
house the RF cavities this resulted in a ring with a circumference of 26.7 kilometres with 8 bending 
sections and 8 straight sections. 
In figure 2.1 the location of the storage ring is indicated as well as the interaction points at 
which the four detectors are built L3, Aleph, Opal and Delphi. 
At the point of injection in the LEP storage ring the electrons and the positrons are already 
accelerated to 20 GeV The acceleration process starts with a linear accelerator (LIL), producing 
electrons ot 200 MeV At a stationary target these electrons generate positrons. With the next, 
linear accelerator these electrons and positrons are brought to an energy of 600 McV. 
Alter accumulation in an electron positron accumulator (EPA) the particles arc injected into 
the proton synchrotron (PS) which accelerates the particles to 3 5 GeV. Subsequently the particles 
are accelerated even further in the super proton synchrotron (SPS). In the SPS the energy of the 
particles reaches 20 GeV; sufficient lor injection in the LEP ring After the injection in LEP (fill­
ing) the beams are accelerated to the required energy. Finally the beams are brought into collision 
in the four interaction points and the collision rate is optimised. When the collision rate starts to 
decrease too much, the beams are dumped and the machine is refilled The average lifetime of a 
fill is around 20 hours, while the time needed to fill LEP is approximately half an hour. 
Both the PS and the SPS were designed for the acceleration of proton beams and were used 
long before the construction of LEP. After modifications it became possible to use the synchrotons 
in a multi-cycle mode which enables the production of electron (positron) beams in parallel with 
other particle beams used in the other experiments at CERN. 
The energy calibrations of the electron and positron beams are a crucial aspect in all cross 
section measurements They arc performed by the LEP machine group for every fill The precision 
of the calibration has improved substantially over the years. Surprising are the variations on the 
energy due to the tidal forces, the water level in the lake of Geneva, the amount of rain in the Jura 
mountains and the passing of the TGV on its way from Geneva to Lyon. The change in energy 
by the tidal forces (the actual shape of the ring is slightly deformed and therefoie the orbit of the 
particles through the magnets is changed) is the largest and in the order of 10 MeV [12]. 
The best energy calibration has an uncertainty of 1 7 MeV [12]. For the 1993 data the error on 
the mass of the Ζ boson due to the LEP energy calibration is 1.4 MeV [13]. 
2.2.2 The luminosity 
At LEP the electrons circulate in one direction, concentrated in small bunches equally spaced in 
the ring. Likewise bunches of positrons circulate in opposite direction. The production rate of Ζ 
bosons at the interaction points is proportional to the "collision' rate at the interaction point the 
luminosity. For head on electron and positron collisions, the luminosity is defined as 
£ = M l i
 (2.2) 
4 π · σ ; σ ; 
where N
e
 (N/t) is the number of electrons (positrons) in a bunch, к is the number of bunches in one 
beam and σ*σ" is the area of the colliding bunches,/, is the revolution frequency given by the 
circumference of the ring divided by the velocity of light. Increasing the luminosity is hindered 
by the electromagnetic interaction between the two beams. Taking this 'beam-beam' force into 
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Figure 2.1: The location of the LEP ring near Geneva (top) The electron!) and positrons are 
accelerated to 20 GeV before they are injected in the storage ring (bottom) The maximum accel-
eration energy for the electrons and positrons, of the different accelerators of the injection system 
is indicated 
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account, the equation for the luminosity becomes 
p _ ^bcam fr К ^b Ь\ (Ί ~l\ 
2m
e
 r
c
 β} 
where Nh is the average number of particles per bunch, ξ, is the beam strength parametei tep 
resenting the size of the beam-beam force It is inversely proportional to the third power ol the 
beam energy [11] β* is the betatron amplitude function specifying the focusing strength at the 
collision points A low value of beta corresponds to strong focusing The luminosity is increased 
by optimising the beam spot and the total number of particles in the ring in the following way 
1 Minimising the betatron amplitude function. 
The parameter /3* can be reduced by strong focusing Foi this purpose strong quadrupole 
magnets are used close to the experiments, the low beta magnets The minimal value of 
ß'y is essentially determined by the chromatic aberrations in these magnets due to small 
variations in the beam energy the trajectories of the particles through the magnets are not all 
exactly similar, thus distorting the focusing effect Moreover the beam strength parameter 
is a function of the beam spot size and therefore the luminosity docs not necessarily increase 
when the beam spot is squeezed 
2 Increasing the total beam current. 
The number of bunches must be at least two for each type, to provide all foui experiments 
with colliding beams However, if the number of bunches is higher, they cross each other 
outside the experiments as well To prevent a large loss of intensity due to beam-beam inter-
action at these points, the beams can be separated by electrostatic plates For the separation 
of the bunches in the 8 bunch mode of LEP, the beams ai e brought into an orbit which slowly 
oscillates around the centre of the beam pipe Details on this special scheme of beam sepa-
ration, the Pretzel scheme, can be found in [14] 
Another effect prohibiting a high luminosity is the ìntei action amongst the bunches of one 
type, this coupling increases when the distance between two bunches decreases This cllect 
is mainly caused by the field produced in the RF cavities when the particles pass Within 
the bunches this mechanism limits the number oí particles in one bunch In 1993 LEP was 
operated with 8 electron and 8 positron bunches 
Increasing the beam current always requires extra RF power which is a practical limit to the 
maximum luminosity as well 
In table 2 1 the original LEP design specifications are compared with the results ot 1993 [ 12] 
In figure 2 2 the delivered luminosity to the L3 experiment is shown The luminosity is expressed 
in inverse picobarn 
2.3 The L3 detector 
A detailed description of the layout and the performance of the L3 detector can be found in [15, 
16] The design ol the detector is optimised for the measurement of photons, electron and muons 
To enable the momentum determination of charged tracks the L3 detector is contained in a large 
LEP and L3 2.3. The L3 delector 
Parameter 
total current (mA) 
vertical beam strength 
betatron amplitude function (m) 
peak luminosity (10,() cm 2 s ') 
design value 
6.0 
0.03 
0.07 
13 
achieved 
10.0 
0.049 
0.037 
24 
Table 2.1 : Design parameters of the LEP collider and the best obtained performante. 
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Figure 2.2: The integrated luminosity at the L3 intersection point, for the years 1991, ¡992 and 
1993 
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Outer Cooling Circuit 
Inner Cooling Circuit 
Figure 2.3: A three dimensional view of the L3 detector. 
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solenoid magnet with a central field of 0 5 Tesla In the three dimensional view of L3 (figure 2 3) 
the different detector parts can be distinguished 
1 The muon detector. 
The outermost detector consists ot three layers of drift chambers, providing a high precision 
measurement of the muon momentum The muon barrel system measures the curvature of 
the tracks in the solenoid magnetic field During 1993 and 1994 additional muon chambers 
have been installed in the forward and backward regions measuring the muon tracks curved 
by a toroidal field in between these chambers 
2 The calorimeters. 
A calorimeter consisting of Bismuth Germanatc (BGO) crystals is used to measure the en 
ergy and positions of the electrons (positrons) and photons In the polar ditection the crys-
tals of this calorimeter (ECAL) point to the interaction point In the azimuthal direction they 
are slightly tilted For the measurement of the hadronic particles a uranium calorimeter has 
been constructed (HCAL) It is a sampling calorimeter with uranium absorber plates inter 
spersed with proportional wire chambers Just outside the hadron calorimeter a muon filter 
is mounted consisting of brass absorber plates adding another interaction length of material 
before the muon chambers 
Between the ECAL and the HCAL, plastic scintillating counters are located used for the 
triggering of hadronic events Cosmic rays can be rejected with the timing information of 
the scintillators 
Both calorimeters are divided into a banel part, positioned as a cylinder around the beam 
pipe, and two end caps located at the forward and backward region Both barrel and end 
caps can be seen in figure 2 4 
3 The inner detector. 
The inner detector consists ol a tracking chamber based on the time expansion principle 
(TEC) and a silicon micro strip detector (SMD) These detectors are used in conjunction to 
determine the position of the vertex and the momentum of charged particles The SMD was 
installed in 1993 In figure 2 4 the inner detector is shown in somewhat more detail 
2.4 The luminosity monitor 
The original luminosity detector of L3 consisted of a BGO calorimeter Before the 1993 run this 
setup was upgraded with a silicon tracker, the SLUM The luminosity measurement using this 
tracker in combination with the BGO is the subject of this thesis Since the BGO detector is an 
essential part of the luminosity monitor as a whole, it is described here in more detail than the 
rest of L3 In figure 2 4 the position of the luminosity monitors can be seen In the enlarged view 
in figure 2 5, the relative positions of the BGO and the SLUM are shown A particle originating 
from the interaction point causes hits in the three layers of the SLUM and is stopped in the BGO 
crystals producing an electromagnetic shower 
The BGO calorimeter consists of 304 BGO crystals on each side of the interaction point The 
location of the BGO is just in front of the low beta magnets of LEP The nominal position is 2 8 
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Hadron Calorimeter Barrel i 
RB24 Active lead rings 
Figure 2.4: The inner delector on the +z-side of the interaction point. The Li detector is symmetric 
with respect to the interaction point. The conical beam pipe is only installed on the +z-side; it is 
straight on the -z-side. 
BGO CALORIMETER SLUM *y 
Figure 2.5: Schematic drawing of the luminosity monitor. In the calorimeter eight layers of BGO 
crystals are shown. The silicon tracker (SLUM) consists of three layers, two r-measuring layers 
and one φ-measuring layer. 
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meters from the interaction point (in the ζ direction) The exact position changes from year to 
year as the luminosity detectors are removed in each winter shut down The exact position af 
ter installation is obtained through optical measurements by the LEP survey group [17] These 
measurements are repeated several times per year The overall accuracy obtained on the detector 
position by the survey group is 300 μτη 
The BGO crystals (24 radiation lengths long) have an excellent energy resolution [ 18] but they 
are sensitive to radiation damage [19] The crystals are stacked in eight rings, concentric aiound 
the beam axis Azimuthally they are grouped in 16 sectors containing 19 crystals each The front 
view of the BGO can be seen in ligure 2 6 In this figure the black rectangles represent the energy 
deposited as seen when a Bhabha scattering event is recorded The crystals cover a radius of 68 
mm on the inside to 192 mm on the outside of the detector 
Figure 2.6: The BGO calorimeter seen from the inter action point on both sides (-z and +z) The 
black rectangles represent energv deposits 
The BGO detector consists ot two halves, split in the ν с plane When LEP is being tilled, or 
when the beams are tuned, the BGO detector can be retracted to reduce the chance of radiation 
damage in case of beam loss To enable the redaction, the detector is divided in two halves, the 
split being in the \-c plane The BGO is read out with photo diodes On the backside of each crys 
tal a photo-diode is glued Close to the detectoi the analogue signals of the diodes are digitised To 
calibrate and monitor the crystals they are flashed with a light emitting diode, mounted on the front 
side of each crystal Especially in the case of beam accidents the light emission of the crystal can 
degrade substantially However, the crystals do recovei from this damage A detailed description 
of this effect and of the readout of the BGO can be found in [20] 
During the LEP runs from 1989 until 1992 the BGO detector provided a luminosity determi­
nation with an uncertainty of 0 5% In addition it was used as a reliable online radiation monitor 
for radiation levels at LEP 
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Chapter 3 
Silicon strip detectors 
3.1 Introduction 
Although in nuclear physics silicon detectors appeared in the early fifties, they were not used in 
high energy physics experiments until 1970 [21]. The ongoing development of techniques allow-
ing application of fine surface structures on large area sensors [22, 23] stimulated their use in high 
energy physics. Silicon micro-strip sensors are nowadays often used as vertex detectors in collider 
experiments, reaching position resolutions in the order of 10 micron [24]. In the first part of this 
chapter the general characteristics of silicon detectors are given. 
In future collider experiments silicon strip detectors will play a significant role. One of the 
main concerns for these applications is the deterioration of the sensors due to radiation damage. 
The leakage current running through a detector is an important indication of the damage induced. 
To monitor the status of the L3 luminosity tracker the leakage current is measured daily. This 
monitoring is especially important in the case of beam accidents. In the second part of this chapter 
the outcome of these measurements is presented. The exact nature of the observed currents is 
studied in a dedicated test setup. 
Although most of the theory in the following sections is valid forali semiconductor materials, 
only the use of silicon is specifically discussed. 
3.2 Measurement of high energy particles in silicon 
3.2.1 Principle of detection 
An important property of a semiconductor detector is its high detection efficiency. The energy 
needed to create one information carrier (in this case an electron-hole pair) is low and the density 
of the solid state material is high. This means that a short path length of a particle traversing the 
detector already provides a large signal. As the energy resolution is dominated by the statistical 
fluctuations in the number of information carriers created, the resolution compares favourably with 
a gas filled detector. 
An additional advantage of a semiconductor detector is its fast response. The time needed to 
collect the charge created by an incoming particle is in the order of ten nanoseconds. The time 
25 
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involved in the production of the information carriers is only a few picoseconds and can be ne­
glected 
The energy levels of the electrons in a semiconductor can be represented by a band structure, 
consisting of a conduction band and a valence band An electron in the valente band is fixed to 
its place in the crystal An electron in the conduction band is free to drift through the crystal 
The valence band and the conduction band are separated by an energy gap, which for silicon is 
1 115 eV (at 300 K) If an electron gains enough energy to overcome this gap, both the electron 
and the hole that it has left in the crystal, contribute to conductivity In silicon the energy of such 
an electron hole pair is 3 6 eV [25] This energy is much higher than the energy gap because part 
of the energy lost by the traversing particle is absorbed by the crystal [26] The numerical values 
of the important silicon properties are shown in table 3 1 
atomic number 
atomic weight 
density (g/cm-1) 
dielectric constant 
energy gap (eV) 
earner density (cm ') 
resistivity (Qcm) 
electron mobility (cm2/Vs) 
hole mobility (cm2/Vs) 
energy electron hole pair (eV) 
radiation length (cm) 
14 
28 09 
2 33 
12 
1 115 
1 5 IO10 
2 IO5 
1350 
480 
3 6 
8 9 
Table 3.1: Properties of silicon at 300 К Due to the presence of impurities the resistmty is in 
practice usualh much loner The rclatneh latge energy gap allons operation of чііісоп at room 
tempei ature 
The process by which incident ladiation deposits energy in the crystal depends on the type 
of particle and on its velocity and energy The numbei of generated electron hole pairs equals 
the deposited energy (in eV) divided by 3 6 The energy deposition of high energy electrons and 
photons is treated in the next section 
3.2.2 Charged particles 
The energy loss due to ionisation of a charged particle traversing a thin layer is given by the well 
known Bethe-Bloch [27] equation 
1 dE , , Ζ Ι Γ / Imtf \ „, δ] 
- - -
=
4 ^ , » f r , : - r [ l n ( ^ j - p - - j (3.) 
where N\ is the Avogadro number r, is the classical radius ol the electron Ζ and A are the atomic 
number and mass (in g/mol), mt is the electron rest mass (in MeV) / is the average ionisation 
potential (172 eV for silicon), ρ is the density, β = \U and δ is the screening effect (see below) 
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Fiom equation 3 1 it can be derived that the energy loss reaches a minimum around βγ = 4 
with γ ' = J1 - βΊ For relativista particles the energy loss increases logarithmic with their en 
ergy This can be understood by the fact that the tiansveisc field of the pai tide increases, the parti 
cle sees' more atomic electrons The original Bethe Bloch equation docs not take into account the 
screening effect, at a certain energy the particle can not interact with even more electrons because 
they are screened oft by the surrounding nearby electrons 
The Bethe Bloch equation was derived under the assumption that the mass of the incoming par 
ticlc is much higher than the mass of the electron obviously an invalid assumption for an electron 
The main difference in the derivation ol the Bethe Bloch equation for an electron is the maximum 
energy transfer in a collision, £„,„, The difference in F„,„, for electrons and lor particles with a 
mass larger than the electron mass is 
(M»m
e
) E
mm
 = ylmS1 (3 2) 
Ι + γ 
The correct equation for an electron including the screening effect can be found in [28] its results 
though is numerically not very different trom equation 3 1 
The screening effect, for particles with βγ larger than 10\ traversing a silicon layer is given 
by [25,29] 
<5-461ogßy-4 38 (3 3) 
The screening effect causes the flattening of the energy loss lor ultra relativists particles At this 
plateau the energy loss is not very sensitive to the type ol the incident particle nor to its energy 
Pai tides at this plateau (Fermi plateau) ai e often referred to as minimum ionising particles (MIP s) 
although strictly spoken this is only valid for particles with βγ = 4 
The mean energy loss in a 300 μητ silicon layer is shown in figure 3 1 (left), for protons, muons 
and electrons as a function of their momentum From this plot it can be seen that the energy loss 
ol a MIP is around 90 keV The energy loss of a 45 GcV particle is slightly higher (120 keV) In 
the same figure (right) a plot of the fluctuations of the energy deposit trom a 45 GeV electron is 
shown The fluctuations in energy loss in a thin layer follow to a good approximation a Landau 
distribution 
For completeness the energy loss due to Biemsstrahlung is also mentioned In this process an 
electron slows' down in the field of a nucleus in the material, losing energy by radiating a photon 
A useful quantity in the evaluation of this process is the radiation length ΑΌ It is defined as the 
distance at which the initial particle loses a factor ML of its energy For thin layers the process of 
Bremsstrahlung is negligible 
3.2.3 Photons 
Photon interactions in detectors are geneially distinguished from charged particle interactions be 
cause they do not gradually lose their energy Due to the discrete character of their interactions 
the absorption of photons is rather described in terms of an incident beam which is absorbed by 
a medium After traversing a layer of thickness t, a photon beam of original intensity /(), has an 
intensity / equal to 
" -'Pi I = Io exp 
L я 
(3 4) 
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Figure 3.1: The energy deposition in 300 μιη silicon On the left the energy loss by ionisation as 
a function of momentum. On the right the measured fluctuations in the energy loss of a 45 GeV 
electron in the L3 silicon luminosity tracker (one ADC count corresponding to 0.01 MeV). The 
small enhancement around 28 ADC counts is due to multiple particles passing through one strip. 
where A is the mean free path of the photon (or attenuation length) expressed in cm2 g"1 and ρ is 
the density of the material. 
Three processes contribute to the cioss section of photon interactions in material. For low en­
ergy photons (below 100 keV) the cross section is dominated by photo electric absorption; exci­
tation or ionisation of an atom. In the energy range from 100 keV to 10 MeV, Compton scattering 
dominates the interaction. Compton scattering is defined as the scattering of a photon on an atomic 
electron. Finally, for a high energy photon (above 10 MeV) the main contribution to the total cross 
section is pair production. In pair production a photon converts to an electron and a positron. The 
average distance a photon travels before it creates the e+e pair is Xy. It differs from the radiation 
length, X0, by a factor 9/7 [30]. As a result the probability of detection of a high energy photon in 
a 300 μιη thick silicon layer is small. Substitution of Xy for the attenuation length in equation 3.4, 
reveals that less than one percent of the photons is converted in an electron positron pair. If photon 
conversion occurs (tor example in the material in front of the detector) both the electron and the 
positron will behave as minimum ionising particles. 
3.3 Silicon detector characteristics 
3.3.1 General properties 
The tiansition of the electron from the valence band to the conduction band can be caused by ab­
sorption of energy deposited by a traversing particle or by thermal effects. The number of charge 
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carriers in intrinsic (high purity) material, и,, is strongly dependent of the temperature' 
-E, 
η, -χ exp 
2*7" 
(3.5) 
where Τ is the temperature, Ef the energy gap and к the Bolt7mann constant. 
In an ideal intrinsic semiconductor the number of conduction electrons matches exactly the 
number of holes in the crystal. In practice it turns out that even in very high purity material there is 
a small amount of impurities. A material in which the donor (e.g. a five valence atom) impurities 
dominate is л-type material, if there are more acceptor (e.g. a three valence atom) impurities it 
isp-type material. In practice impurities are intentionally added to manipulate the properties of 
semiconductor materials. 
In most detectors currently in use. the bulk material of the sensors is и-type. To deci ease the 
current through the detector a rectifying/¿«-junction is applied. A small layer of extra doped /»-type 
material (denoted as />') is applied on lop ot the bulk. From the />+-type region there is a flow of 
holes to the η-type region, in the opposite direction there is a flow of electrons. The electrons that 
leave the η-type layer will immediately recombine with a hole on the /;+-side. In the //-type region 
there are now immobile donor impurities left which have absorbed electrons and therefore have a 
negative charge. As a result charge is being built up, reducing the free flow of holes and electrons. 
The resulting potential difference is called the built-in potential, Vbl. The most important quantities 
of the/w-junction are shown in figure 3.2. 
An external voltage can be applied in the same direction of the built-in potential; this is called 
a reverse bias. As a result the size of the η-type region saturated with holes from the p+-layer, the 
depletion layer, increases. If the bias voltage is increased until the thickness of the depletion layer 
equals the thickness of the silicon layer the sensors are fully depleted. 
Below the limit of full depletion the thickness of the depletion layer is approximately given by 
d=[2eVfjp]i (3.6) 
where ε is the dielectric constant, μ is the mobility of the majority carriers in the bulk material, V 
is the applied reverse bias voltage (plus the built-in voltage which is usually negligible) and ρ is 
the resistivity of the semiconductor. 
An additional advantage of applying an external voltage is the decrease of the collection time 
of electron hole pairs. To enhance the speed of the charge collection a detector can be operated 
at a voltage higher than the depletion voltage (overbias). In the luminosity tracker the sensors are 
operated at a bias voltage which ensures lull depletion, so no substantial overbias. 
From equation 3.6 and the values given in table 3.1 the average depletion voltage of the sen­
sors is calculated to be 40 to 50 V. In practice it can be determined by measuring the capacitance 
as a function of the applied external voltage difference. When the sensor is fully depleted the ca­
pacitance reaches a minimum. 
Using equation 3.6, the capacitance pei unit aiea, A, of the detector can be expressed as 
- τ 
ΙΥρμ 
(3.7) 
The calculated capacitance of a typical strip of the luminosity tracker (see the next section for 
a detailed description of the sensor geometry) is 10 pF at full depletion. A schematic view of the 
construction of a DC-coupled silicon strip detector is shown in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.2: A sketch of an abrupt pn-junction, showing the charge built up and the resulting field 
and potential across the junction. 
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Figure 3.3: Cross section of a silicon strip detector, perpendicular to the strip direction. 
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3.3.2 Sensors used in the luminosity detector 
The design of the sensors in the luminosity detector is based on the use of silicon waters with a 
precise strip geometry The detector is designed such that the charge created by a traversing elee 
tron is predominantly collected on one stiip The region between two stnps in which the created 
electron hole pairs aie distributed to both strips, is in the older ol a lew microns 
Two different sensor types arc used, one with strips m the φ and one with strips in the r di­
rection Both types have the same size and cover an angle of 24 degiees in φ In r they cover the 
region from r = 76 mm to r = 154 mm The sensors are shown in figuie 3 4 and are referred to 
as φ-sensor and r-sensoi The φ sensor consists of 64 strips with a pilch ol 0 375 degrees On the 
r sensor three different regions can be distinguished The fi ist region consists ol 64 strips with a 
pitchofO 500mm The second and third iegion have 16 strips each with pitches of 1 875andl 000 
mm respectively The distribution ol these different pitch regions is optimised for the luminosity 
measuiement, keeping the number ot readout channels to a minimum 
Around the strips at the border ot the silicon wafer there is one additional sti ψ, the guard ring 
The guard ring, with a width of 100 μηι, is used to shape the elect! ic field near the ends of the strips, 
as well as near the outside strips, and thus it provides a uniform behaviour ot all strips [31, 32] 
Its total area is comparable with the area of an average strip 
On the boundaries of each sensor five survey maiks are imprinted to enable metrology mea­
surements after assembly ot the detector The survey marks can be seen as black dots in figure 3 4 
Figure 3.4: The φ-sensor (left) and the r-sensor (tight) On the > scnsoi the three different pitch 
regions can be distinguished The black dots on the edges of the sen sot s arc the sun ey marks The 
thick black line indicates the location of the guard ring 
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To protect the sensors from dust and moisture the surface is coated with a protection layer (or 
passivation layei) Most sensors are covered with silox (SiCb) but 10 percent have a polyimide 
passivation layer Due to the relative new procedure at the time ot production there were some 
difficulties in meeting the specifications lor the sensors with the polyimide layer 
The relevant specifications for the sensors are shown in tabic 3 2 
resistivity (kQcm) 
inter strip resistance (ΜΩ) 
wafer thickness (μπι) 
depletion voltage (V) 
operation voltage (V) 
breakdown voltage (V) 
leakage current stnp (nA) 
leakage current sensor (nA) 
value 
7 
300 
30 
50 
1 
300 
tolerance 
> 5 
> 1 
± 2 0 
< 5 0 
> 100 
< 2 0 
< 1000 
Table 3.2: Specifications for the production oj the silicon sensors used Jor the L? luminosity 
tracker at an operation \oltagc of 50 V and a temperature of 20 °C The quoted \alues arc the 
expected averages the tolerances reprc sent the maximal de \ unions from these specifications 
3.4 Leakage current 
In spite of the application of a rectilying junction a small current through the detector usually re­
mains It is generally referred to as reverse current or leakage current Measurements of the re­
verse current in a sensor can reveal imperfections in the crystal structure or in the implanted strip 
structure Monitoring the long term behaviour ol the leakage current can give an indication ot the 
amount of radiation damage in a sensor The sources contributing to the leakage current are 
1 Generation current. 
Electron hole pairs are generated and drift towards the electrodes under influence of the ap 
plied field This current is proportional to the area ot the strip and the thickness ol the de 
pletion layer It also increases with temperature This dependence is proportional to the 
increase in the number of intrinsic carriers n, A rule of the thumb is that a temperature in 
crease oí 8 degrees causes a rise in the leakage current ol a factor two (see equation 3 5 for 
the temperature dependence of n,) 
2 Diffusion current. 
A usually small current, caused by generation of pairs outside the depletion region Some 
of the electrons (or holes) drift into the depleted area before recombination has occurred 
On the edges ot the detector this can be a significant contribution to the leakage current due 
to the presence of a none depicted part of material The diffusion current is proportional to 
n, [33] 
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3 Surface current. 
This current flows around the edges of the detector and through the protection layer on the 
surface This component is expected to be small after manufacturing of a sensor However, 
after assembling (gluing and bonding) the sensors can be damaged or become less clean and 
the surface current can become important 
The surface current can be distinguished from the generation current because it does not de 
pend on the thickness of the depletion layer Since the width of the depletion layer grows with the 
square root of the applied voltage (equation 3 7), the nature of the leakage current can be deter­
mined by studying the current as a function of the voltage In case of surface effects a deviation 
from the \/V dependence is observed Surface currents are influenced by surface contaminations 
and can be a function ot time, temperature and humidity [25] 
In most semiconductor detectors the leakage current is dominated by the generation current 
The allowed leakage current in a detector is determined by noise considerations and by the linearity 
of the readout electronics In chapter 4, where the readout system is described, this is explained 
in more detail 
3.4.1 Test measurements 
In case high currents run through the strips one should be concerned by non linear behaviour of the 
amplifiers At NIKHEF a testing device has been constructed which enables the study of the cur­
rent in each strip and the guard ring separately One 0-sensor is investigated which has not been 
mounted for operation in the real detector The sensor is not alfected by the gluing and bonding 
processes and the contribution of the surface current is therefore expected to be small The actual 
measurement is performed by positioning an aluminium needle on a strip (probing) For this pur 
pose a small cut away is made in the protection layer at the time of manufacturing A piobe card 
with 64 equally spaced, adjacent needles allows to probe all channels in one operation Series of 
measurements can be performed without the need to access the lest device, of which a schematic 
overview is given in figure 3 5 
V 
probing needles! 
I S F N S Π R 
temperature 
sensor Q~ 
amplification 
plus 
multiplexing 
volt meter 
rs212 
' ^ 
Figure 3.5: The experimental arrangement used for the measurements of the leakage curient m 
the silicon wafers Note that in reality there are 64 probing needles 
The currents through the strips are measured sequentially All strips (except for the one being 
measured) are grounded At each measurement the sensor is operated at 50 V and thus fully de­
pleted (unless specifically mentioned otherwise) The temperatuie is registered at the start ol each 
measuring sequence The lime between two sequences can be varied 
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Temperature dependence 
To interpret the measuiements the effects of the change in tempeiature have to be unfolded Spe 
cial measurements are performed during which the sensoi is heated artificially The large tern 
perature differences invoked this way (large compaied with day to day changes) allow a piecise 
determination of the temperature dependence Separating the generation current, / g i n (proportional 
to n,), and the diffusion current /dlr (proportional to n;), combined with equation 3 5 the overall 
temperature dependence can be fitted with the following expression 
/i t l k = A exp 2kT 
+ В exp 
-E, 
кТ 
+ С (3 8) 
where Τ is the temperature, Eg the energy gap and к the Boltzmann constant The first term repre­
sents the generation current, the second term the diffusion current The constant C, is introduced 
to account for offsets in the leadout system and an eventual surface current 
In figure 3 6 the rise ot the dark current as a result ol the temperature increase is shown (left) 
This current is fitted using equation 3 8 In the right plot the current as a function of time is shown, 
after it has been corrected for temperature changes The numerical values of the resulting fit are 
given in table 3 3 together with the different current contnbutions (normalised to a rclerence tem­
perature of 20° C) 
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Figure 3.6: The с uri ent as a function of tempeiature (lejt) The currents m the guard ring and m 
a single strip arc sepaiately fitted On the light plot the cuircnt as a function of time normalised 
to 20° С 
The fit results show that the component of the diflusion current in an average strip is indeed 
low as was expected However, in the guard ring it is substantial The generation current in the 
guard ring is five times higher than the generation current in a strip, whereas the area ol the guard 
ring is comparable to the area of one strip An explanation tor this enhancement is the extension 
of the depletion zone outside the actual area of the guaid nng Since the bias voltage extends over 
the complete backside of the sensor the resulting electric field can spread outside the area of the 
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A 
В 
С 
single strip 
6.9-109 
2.9-10'8 
0.8 
guard ring 
4 1 -10'° 
2.1 -1020 
0.3 
current at 20CC in nA 
Igen 
Itili 
1.6 
0.2 
8.1 
11 
Table 3.3: Results of the fit for the temperature dependence. The overall error on the current 
measurement is about 0.2 nA 
guard ring, which is only 100 μπι on the (top) surface of the sensors. The effective area of the 
guard ring is therefore larger. 
Using the results of these measurements all the following measurements are normalised to a 
temperature of 20е C. 
Reproducibility 
In a reproducibility test a sensor is kept at 50 V bias voltage and the leakage current is measured 
during one week. The observed rise in the dark current can be attributed to an increase of the 
current through the guard ring as can be seen in figure 3.7. II the bias voltage is switched off for 
the same period the current decreases to its original value. After one week the same measuiement 
is repeated. The second measurement shows the same increase in the current through the guard 
ring. 
The key parameters in the behaviour of the surface current are not well understood. Therefore, 
the value of the time constant involved in the increasing current can not be explained. The effect 
could be influenced by different degrees of humidity. The assumption that the observed rise is 
established by an increasing current in the guard ring is however justified. The peiformance of 
the strips is therefore not affected. 
Current versus bias voltage 
To determine the nature of the current (especially for the guard ring), the behaviour of the current 
as a function of the applied bias voltage is studied. The voltage is increased from 1 to 100 V thus 
going from a small depletion layer to a fully depleted, overbiascd sensor. 
The measured current-voltage curve, shown in figure 3.8, is fitted with the following functional 
form. 
Ik^=A-V
U2+B- V + C (3.9) 
The first term represents the generation current Since this cui rent is proportional to the volume 
of the depletion layer, it is proportional to the square root ot the bias voltage (see equation 3.6). 
When full depletion is obtained (in this case at 10 V) the first term in the equation is kept constant. 
The second term is introduced to descube the surface current, /
s
„
r
| . The assumption is made that 
the surface current behaves as a current through an ohmic resistor. The constant is again added to 
absorb offsets in the measurements. 
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Figure 3.7: The current as a function of time during one и eek at a bias voltage of 50 V (left) After 
the sensor has been without bias \oltage for one week the measurement is redone (right) 
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A 
В 
С 
single strip 
0 33 
001 
0 68 
guard ring 
0 73 
0 33 
94 
current at 50 V in nA 
Isurl 
1 0 
05 
23 
165 
Table 3.4: Results oj the fit for the xoltage dependence The overall error on the current measure­
ment is 0 2 nA 
From results of the fit, shown in table 3 4, it can be concluded that the surface component in 
an average strip is negligible, whereas it is dominant in the guard ring It explains why the current 
in the guard ring behaves so differently from the current in the rest of the sensor 
When care is taken in keeping the sensors at full depletion the performance of the detector will 
not be affected by the observed increasing current However, it is useful to measure the leakage 
current of a DC coupled detector in two separate circuits, one for the guard ring, one for the strips 
3.4.2 Long term behaviour at LEP 
During operation in 1993 and 1994 the total leakage current has been monitored for all silicon 
sensors The current running through the individual strips and through the guard ring is not sepa 
ratcly measured Since a large resistor (1 ΜΩ) is used in series with the detector in the bias voltage 
circuitry, monitoring the total current is essential A current surpassing several μΑ causes a sig­
nificant voltage drop, which in tum can lead to a decrease in the thickness of the depletion layer 
In figure 3 9 the long term behaviour of the sensors is shown Although a diversity exists in 
the behaviour of different sensors, a general observation is the rise in the dark current over long 
periods The increase is consistent with the measurements on the isolated sensors, although the 
current seems to rise over longer periods 
A somewhat different behaviour is observed between sensors with a passivation layer of poly 
ímide and silox The sensors with a silox coating show a slow rise in the current over a period of 
several weeks The polyimide passivated sensors show stable currents At the time the sensors 
were produced the polyimide passivation was a new procedure Problems during manufacturing 
led to sensors with initial high leakage currents Therefore it is at this point not possible to con-
clude which type of passivation is better in the long run 
In 1993 the bias voltage ot one sensor had to be increased to ensure full depletion Since the 
measurements described in the previous section showed that the main part ol the leakage current 
is absorbed by the guard ring the behaviour of the detector strips is not affected 
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Chapter 4 
The Silicon Luminosity Tracker 
4.1 Introduction 
Until 1993 the luminosity in the L3 experiment was determined with the sole use o! a calorimeter 
consisting oí BGO crystals Bhabha events were selected by making requirements based on the 
energy deposited in the crystals and the reconstructed impact points The accuiacy of the final 
calculated luminosity using the BGO is mainly limited by the uncertainty in the knowledge of the 
crystal locations The total systematic experimental error on the luminosity measurement using 
only the BGO is 0 5% [34]. 
In particular the uncertainty on the position of the inner boundary of the acceptance volume 
is very important As the differential cross section tor small angle Bhabha scattering behaves like 
doklB -χ 1/Θ1 a small eiror in the θ measurement translates in a relatively large luminosity vari­
ation 
For the 1993 run a silicon ti acker has been developed aiming at a significant reduction of the 
experimental systematic en or on the luminosity measurement from 0 5% to 0 2% The main im­
provement is to be expected fiom a better definition of the fiducial volume The tracker is always 
used in conjunction with the calorimeter since the lattei still provides the trigger and the energy 
measurement, essentia) in the identification of Bhabha events Hereafter the luminosity detectois 
are refeired to as BGO (for the calorimeter) and the SLUM (lor the silicon tracker) 
4.2 Mechanical construction 
In front of the BGO luminosity monitora silicon detector is placed with strips perpendicular to 
the beam axis (measuring the 0-angle ) and strips concenti icaiound the beam axis ( measuimg Θ-
angle ) Although silicon is in principle sensitive to radiation damage the detecloi is not letraclcd 
at injection time The mechanical stiffness is theiefoie not allccted The location ol the SLUM is 
measured by the LEP survey group together with the BGO I he overall precision on the geometiy 
of the SLUM after its assembly is designed to be bettet than SO micron 
The overall view of the detector is shown in figuie 4 1 The silicon setup consists ol two iden­
tical detectors, positioned at the ; and +: side of the miei action point The silicon is piotected 
with a 1 mm thick, brass covei providing electric shielding and light tightness as well 
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Figure 4.1: A three dimensional woi of the cletec lor with details of the r measuring layer 
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4.2.1 Sensor geometry 
Although the layout of the sensors has been discussed aheady in the previous chapter some of their 
mechanical properties are recalled here for the sake of continuity 
The accurate definition of the fiducial volume in the event selection is obtained through the 
sharp boundary which separates two strips and the accurate knowledge of the detector geometry 
Two sensor types are used which have the same size and cover an angle of 24 degrees in φ In r they 
cover the region from r - 76 mm to r = 154 mm The sensors as shown in figure 3 4 are referred to 
as φ sensor and r sensor The φ sensor consists of 64 strips with a pitch of 0 375 degrees On the 
r sensor three different regions can be distinguished The first region consists of 64 strips with a 
pitch of 0 500 mm The second and third region have 16 strips each with a pitch of 1 875 and 1 000 
mm respectively The distribution of the different pitch regions is such that the inner boundary 
of the fiducial volume is located in the fine pitch region The outer boundary is located in the 
intermediate sized pitch region A limited number of strips (cost reduction') provides optimal 
performance since the position of particles traversing the detector well inside the fiducial volume 
is not so important 
Alignment 
On the boundaries of each sensor five survey marks are printed to enable metrology measurements 
after assembly of the detector With these measurements the knowledge of the detector geometry 
is improved The silicon sensors are glued on printed circuit boards incorporating the first level of 
the signal processing Part of this board is milled away to ensure that the surface of the silicon is 
at the same level as the surface of the printed circuit board The alignment of such a module with 
respect to the support structure is obtained by placing the well defined edge of the silicon sensor 
area directly against alignment pins These stainless steel pins are glued into brass inserts Each 
sensor is aligned with the help of three pins Figure 4 2 shows how the sensor is mounted to the 
printed circuit board and to the alignment pins 
To allow the installation of the SLUM around the beam pipe the detector can be divided in two 
parts These parts are attached with two large dowel pins tor each layer The reproducibility of 
the assembly procedure is measured to be 3 μτη 
The original design aimed at a geometry knowledge of the two detector halves of 30 μιη, re 
producible after each assembly To confirm the accuracy of the positions of the sensors on the 
support structure, optical measurements were foreseen From these measurements it can be con 
eluded that the geometry deviations with respect to the design values are within the specifications 
or even better After assembly the average deviation trom the design value of the inner boundary 
is 20 μιη as is shown in table 4 1 The uncertainty in the know η position is, however, even smaller 
After full assembly and metrology the positions of the silicon sensors are known with a precision 
of 4 μπι, obtained as the quadratic sum of the uncertainty of the detector assembly (3 μπι) and of 
the optical survey bench precision (3 μπι) 
The mechanical stability of the detector was again tested after the 1993 run period The detec 
tor was dismounted, transported and re measured The sensor locations were found to be within 
4 μιη equal to the locations measured prior to installation in L3 When this is interpreted as an in 
dependent uncertainty the total error on the inner boundary is 6 μιτι This is a worst case estimate 
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goldpad 
+trace 
Figure 4.2: The r-sensor mounted on the printed circuit board and two enlarged details. On the 
left the special notch in the border of the PCB, at the position of the alignment pin, is visible. On 
the right a side view showing the bond from a strip to the trace on the PCB. 
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design / = 76 450 
- layer 1 Iront 
-;, layet 1 back 
-- layci2 front 
c, layer2, back 
+z lay cri. fi ont 
+: layer! back 
+c, layet 2, fiont 
+:, layer2, back 
fitted radius (mm) 
76 470 
76 475 
76 464 
76 497 
76 481 
76 474 
76 460 
76 465 
mis (μηι) 
20 4 
28 7 
30 8 
36 3 
189 
36 1 
36 5 
28 5 
Table 4.1: The melius of the first slup boundaiy díte/mined b\ fitting a cuclc to the mcasuied 
positions The rms is the \tandaid dt\ latum of the positions of the indntdual scnsoi s from the 
fitted ιadius 
4.2.2 Detector support 
Each part of the SLUM (-; and +-) consists of three circulai ly shaped Stcsaht layers, two r layers 
and one φ layer, holding 16 sensois each The location of the layers has been shown in figure 2 5 
On the back and front side of each layer eight sensors are placed Since each sensor covers 
an azimuthal range of 24 degrees, two neighbouring sensors have a small ovcilap (1 5 degrees) 
The three support layers are rotated over an azimuthal angle of 7 5 degrees with respect to each 
other This rotation prevents that sensor boundaries notonous critical regions, are all in one line 
A logic unit for readout purposes is a sector A combination of two / sensors and one φ sensor 
One sector consist of 256 strips Figure 4 3 shows the confirmation ot the scctois The complete 
silicon detector, consisting of 2x 16 sectors contains 8192 sti ips to be read 
Sector I 
^^^^^^™ Support Layer 
I I Sensor 
I I I I 
R •> R4 
Figure 4.3: The founation of scnsoi s into set toi ν 
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4.3 Data Acquisition 
4.3.1 Layout 
The data acquisition system (DAQ) ot the silicon detector is designed such that the signals are 
only digitised after they are transported from the detector to the counting room. 120 meters away 
The digitisation is based on a flash analogue to digital converter almost identical to the one of 
the central tracking detector of L3 (the TEC [35]) A schematic overview of the DAQ system is 
shown in figure 4 4 
A signal, generated by a traversing particle is prcprocessed by the electronics located on the 
printed circuit board inside the detector This is the first level of the DAQ system and it is based 
on the use of an AMPLCX chip [36], with 16 input channels The φ sensor has 64 channels and is 
read with tour chips, the r-sensor has 96 strips and is read with six chips 
The silicon strips are directly coupled to the input ot the chip using aluminium wire bonds fiom 
the strip to a golden pad on the printed circuit board The diameter of the aluminium wires is 30 
μιτι The strength of the bonds is checked to be 8 ± 2 g 
Two г sensors and one 0-sensor are read sequentially The analogue signal of the 256 channels 
ot one sector is thus chained into a train ot 256 pulses, representing the amplified output ol the 
sector 
The power system is located close to the detector Both detector sides have separate supplies 
The status of these supplies and the current they draw are continuously monitored The power 
tor the first level electronics is plus and minus 5 V Inside the support tube this is lanncd out and 
transmitted to all sectors The connections are all made on the φ board, subsequently the power 
is transmitted to the two /•-sensors To protect the electronics against too large a voltage a fuse is 
included for each sector 
The power needed to apply the bias voltage to the silicon sensors can be tuned lor each sensor 
separately In case the leakage current increases above 5 μΑ the voltage drops since there is a 
large resistor in series with the backplane of the silicon Under normal conditions all sensors are 
operated at 50 V but the voltage can be raised to 100 V 
The higher level ot the readout system (called the FADC system) is located in the counting 
room The main task ot the FADC system is to digitise the signals The logic modules controlling 
the synchronisation of the readout are integrated with the FADC system A key module is the 
carillon descubed in section 4 3 3 The carillon communicates with the L3 trigger and readout 
system and enables synchronous operation of the SLUM with the L3 data acquisition system 
Finally the data are merged with the other L3 detectors on an event by event basis 
4.3.2 The AMPLEX chip 
The AMPLEX chip consists mainly of a pre-amplifier, a shaping amplifier and a multiplexei The 
schematics ol the chip are shown in figure 4 5 There are two different modes, TRACK and HOLD 
In TRACK mode, chaige is continuously collected The charge on the 16 input channels of the 
amplex is transmitted via a pre amplifier to a shaping amplifier with a typical shaping time of 700 
ns The interaction time of a traversing particle in the silicon layer plus the lime of the charge 
collection on the electrodes ot the silicon wafer is negligible compared to this shaping time 
When the chip is switched trom TRACK to the HOLD the output of the shaping amplifier is 
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Figure 4.4: The readout system oj the SLUM Inside the detector the AMPLEX chips are mounted 
The power system for both the electronics and the bias voltage of the silicon are located just outside 
the support lube The FADC system is housed in one of the counting rooms After digitisation the 
data are merged with the rest of the L3 data on an event by event basis 
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TRACK HOLD 
CHARGE AMP SHAPFR AMP TRACK. HOLD STAGF MULTIPLEXER 
Figurc4.5: Schematic \ie\i ofthe AMPLEX chip Two out of the snteen channels oj one chip arc 
shown (INI and IN 16) Thee di/Jeient peats can he cleat h distinguished, the charge amplifier 
(POTA) the shaping amphjiei (NOTA) and the multiplexe! 
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stored in a bufler, waiting tor tuithei readout To optimise the signal to noise ratio the switch liom 
1 RACK to HOLD mode, should ocuu when the chaige on the capacitance ot the shaping amplihci 
is maximal This maximum оссш s 700 ns (the shaping time) attei a panicle traversed the detectoi 
The TRACK/HOLD timing signal is generated b> the carillon and transmuted via a patch panel to all 
0-scnsors Subsequently the electronics on the φ sensors transmit the signal to the/· sensois Altci 
the chip is switched to hold, the signals in its butler can cilhci be lead and tiansported oi cleaied 
This choice depends on the validity ot the event a decision made by the L3 triggei system 
On each AMPLEX chip a registei points to the channel to be icad Attei a positive ttiggci deci 
sion, the chip receives a clock signal Irom the caiillon and on the rising edges of this clock signal 
the legister switches trom one channel to the next Atter all channels have been read, the clock 
signal is passed on to the ncighbounng AMPI FX chip In total a series ot 16 chips is read out 
sequentially All 2x16 sectors arc operated in the same way and aie processed in parallel The 
analogue signals are transponed differentially trom the detectoi to the counting room Analogue 
line leceivei s (ALR) convert them into signals between 0 and 1 Volt The output ftom the analogue 
line receivers is ditectly transmuted to tast analogue to digital converters (FADC s) 
The AMPI FX chip is switched back to 1 RACK mode as soon as a full lead cycle is completed, 
in oidei to be ready tor the next event Also the legister pointing to the last channel at the end 
ot a read cycle, has to be cleared so that it points to the (irsi channel again The timing ot the 
control signals such as the TRAC К to HOLD switch, the clock and the clear pulse is veiy ciitical 
The timing is explained in section 4 3 3 
4.3.3 Digitisation and synchronisation 
The L3 data acquisition system sets well defined timing constiamts on all operations in a read cy­
cle The operation of L3 is conti oiled by the general run conimi piogiam When LEP physics data 
are recorded the detectors are opciated together the GLOBAL mode Dunng beam stops the sub 
detectoiscan run independently in then own LOCAL mode The icadout of the luminosity detector 
is completely embedded in the run control program Two processes can be distinguished which 
enable the communication of the silicon detector with the outside world One is contiolled by a 
piogram called TAROT (oiiginally designed tor the icadout of the L3 Time Expansion Chamber, 
hence the abbreviation meaning TEC And Read Out Task) The TAROT program can be used lo 
download the software instructions lor the FADC system For each mode, GLOBAI οι ι OCAI 
small progiams are sent to the data reduction processoi (DRP) described at the end of this sec­
tion The second process CARIL. contiols the communication with the carillon Via this program 
commands can be send to the caiillon unit in order to switch the SLUM readout from Gl OB At to 
LOCAL 
The most important modules in ihc higher level of the dala acquisition system are 32 FADC s 
with 16 data reduction processoi s (DRP's) The module enabling the communication between the 
caiillon and the FADC's is called the lumi connector module (LCM) 
Two FADC s are located togethei with one DRP in one logic module The FADC converts 
a pulse train of analogue signals into digital signals governed by the frequency of a clock signal 
(1 Mh/) that is received from the LCM The FADC digitises the signal on the rising edge ot the 
clock signal This clock signal logelhei wiih an example ot the analogue pulse train is shown in 
figure 4 6 Each FADC converts a tiain ol 256 analogue pulses into 256 words ot 6 bits each ils 
dynamic range 
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Figure 4.6: The analogue and a clock signal are simultaneously fed to the FADC The digitisation 
occw s at the rising edge of the clock signal 
With the DRP an important reduction ot the data is obtained For all SLUM channels the 
pedestals ' with their standard deviations are stored in the memory of the DRP modules, using 
the TAROT program For the SLUM readout the DRP is programmed such that only the channels 
with a signal of at least one ADC count above pedestal are read As a consequence only non 
empty channels are read and therefore address information is needed The output record of the 
DRP modules thus contain an address word and a data word for each selected channel 
Timing 
Various run types 
To understand the operation of the DAQ some special attention is given to the synchronisation of 
the readout signals The most important timing signals, playing a role in the subsequent stages of 
an event cycle, are discussed 
The chronology of an event cycle can ditfei somewhat for diflerent run modes As mentioned 
before the SLUM can be operated in LOCAL and GLOBAL mode A third mode has been devel­
oped allowing the detector to be operated outside the L3 environment This mode was used in a 
lest beam where the detector was studied prior to installation All signals controlling the synchro­
nisation are generated by the carillon 
The data analysed in this thesis are recorded with the LEP machine operating with eight elec­
tron and eight positron bunches circulating in the ring The rate of bunch crossings at the interac­
tion point is 88 kHz, thus the time interval between two bunches is 11 2 jxs 
In GLOBAL mode all L3 subdetectors arc read simultaneously Every bunch crossing is fol 
lowed by a decision of the trigger level one system, TL1 This tnggei decision is a logical OR 
'the average output in the absence ot real signa) 
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of the trigger decisions ot all subdelectors A positive decision starts the readout sequence of all 
subdetectors When after a positive level 1 trigger the detector is lead out, the SLUM is occupied 
for approximately 300 |i.s While a full leadout cycle is being executed, all L3 detectors are insen 
sitive for new triggers, introducing a dead time On a negative trigger level 1 decision (a trigger 
level 1 abort) the detectors are reset and must be ready lor the next bunch crossing 
When there are no colliding beams in the LEP machines the L3 data acquisition system is 
switched to LOCAL In this mode test runs and calibrations can be done m which the subdetectors 
are operated independently In LOCAL mode there are no timing signals or L3 triggers available 
so they are all generated locally at subdetector level 
For the SLUM this time is used to perform calibration runs used for pedestal determination 
and performance checks 
Event cycle 
The important timing signals ol the event cycle are shown in hgure 4 7 
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bast trigger 
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Figure 4.7: Timing ofan event cycle during a global tun The dotted lines indicate the edges of a 
given signal triggering the signal to which the a/row points Note the fast trigger which prohibits 
the AMPLEX to switeh heiek to TRACK 
If none ol the L3 detectois is occupied and the trigger decision of the last event was negative 
then the AMPI FX chip is in TRACK mode at the time a bunch crossing occurs (BCO) Dictated by 
the shaping time of the AMPI FX chip it is switched 700 ns after the bunch cross to HOLD and the 
data are buffered 
Because the negative L3 trigger decision ( skip this event ) is too late for a proper reset ot the 
AMPLEX a special trigger is set up, the luminosity fast tnggei This trigger is set up similar to 
the luminosity double tag trigger but during 1993 the thiesholds were adjusted to increase its elfi 
ciency The luminosity fast-trigger is based on the analogue sum of the BGO luminosity monitor 
and is positive for a Bhabha candidate After appioximately 3 fis the luminosity fast tnggei ar­
rives at the carillon, if there is a positive trigger the AMPLCX chip slays in HOI D so that it is ready 
to be read out It there is no luminosity fast tnggei then the AMPI LX chip is switched back to 
TRACK mode 
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It has to be noted that the dens/on to switch from TRACK to HOI D is based on tnggeis wheieas 
the timing of the switch is related to the bunch crossing time Foi this purpose a signal called 
LOCAL-BCO is used, it is synchronous with the leal BCO but it can be shitted in time The 
LOCAL BCO is always available contains no luggei infoi mation and is in pnnciple used as a 
clock In the luminosity monitor ieadout the LOCAL-BCO is shitted such that it arrives always 
after the tast-trigger decision but 5 |xs oi more betoie the next beam crossing This critical timing 
is necessary because the AMPLEX chip must be in TRACK mode tor at least S μs befoie its voltage 
output level is stable and the noise level is acceptable 
After a positive fast trigger the system wails foi the LI level 1 trigger decision This tugger 
is generated two microseconds before the next BCO When a positive level 1 decision amves the 
FADC system generates a signal that starts the actual ieadout this signal is called LUMIGO A 
negative level 1 decision triggers the detectoi to be ready toi the next BCO as soon as possible 
There are four ditterent states that can occur The hrst two situations are common situations 3 
and 4 are expected to be raie in normal LEP conditions 
1 The luminosity fast trigger is negative and the L3 trigger level 1 is negative The AMPLLX 
IS in TRACK and is ready for the next event as is the rest of the detectoi There is no readout 
and not a single beam crossing is missed 
2 The luminosity fast tnggei is positive and the L3 trigger level 1 is positive The AMPLLX is 
in HOLD mode and on the generated LUMIGO the readout will start This is a valid event 
for the luminosity analysis The readout is completed in 300 μ*> Numerous beam crossings 
are skipped 
3 The luminosity fast trigger is negative and the L3 tnggei level 1 is positive Alter the BCO 
the AMPLEX chip will still be in TRACK mode although L3 ieadout cycle is starting This 
trigger sequence will be detected by the carillon and a zeio volt signal will be generated on 
the input of the FADC This procedure pievents corrupted SLUM information being used 
in the analysis 
4 The luminosity tast trigger is positive and the L3 tnggei level I is negative 
This situation can occur because the tast trigger is not paît of the L3 level one trigger (it is 
said to be inactive) The AMPLEX is in HOLD mode aftei the positive luminosity trigger 
but the L3 trigger is negative and the detectoi is lequircd to be ready before the next bunch 
crossing The AMPLEX will have been switched to TRACK but not in time Since it should 
have been in TRACK mode foi at least 5 μs it is not ready to capture the coming event in a 
proper way The carillon will detect this trigger sequence and again generate a zero output 
The carillon 
The carillon is the central control unit of the exchange ol all timing and control signals in the hrst 
and second level ot the readout of the silicon detector It toims the interface between the local 
electronics on the printed circuit board and the FADC system 
The carillon generates all control signals needed by the fiist level electronics on the detector 
The silicon detectors at both sides of the interaction point are not at an equal distance Irom the 
counting room Therefore all signals to the nearest detectoi have to be delayed as the analogue 
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signals ol all 32 sectors of the detectors have to arrive simultaneously at the FADC s Inside the 
carillon, programmable delays enable synchronisation of the TRACK/HOLD switches the clock to 
the AMPLEX and the reset signals for both sides ( г and +;) of the detector 
A small micro processor inside the carillon makes it possible to change the values of the delays 
to select the run mode and to set the parameters of the test mode A piogram interpreted by this 
processor is stored on an EPROM 2 The How chart ol this program is shown in figuie4 8 It allows 
a tast switching between the different run modes 
After every external reset or power lailure the piogram stored in the EPROM will automati­
cally reset all parameters such that the carillon is ready for GLOBAL data taking 
The carillon provides a test-BCO signal in case of a local run In combination with this TEST 
BCO a test pulse can be sent trom the carillon to the silicon wafers on the detectors 
4.3.4 Calibration 
The printed circuit board includes a circuit allowing to test the pertormance of the board and the 
silicon sensor The clectionics on the boaid can be tested separately as well as in combination 
with the silicon sensor strips The clectionics are tested by pulsing the input pads ot the AMPLEX 
chips via capacitive coupling A voltage modulation is applied on a metal strip, implemented in 
the printed cucuit board just below the inpul pads ot the AMPLEX chip Eithei the odd or the even 
numbered channels can be pulsed This is the so called odd even test A voltage modulation on 
the bias voltage on the backplane of the silicon sensor can be applied, to lest all the strips of the 
silicon sensor, a backplane test In this case not only the electronics are tested but also the strip 
and the bond In figure 4 9 the results ot both an odd e\en test and a backplane test arc shown 
Generally the silicon luminosity monitor is opeiated in data reduction mode The values of the 
pedestals and their standard deviations stored in the data reduction processois are obtained with a 
backplane type ot run The only difference is that the modulation of the voltage is7ero To achieve 
a high reliability of this method, the pedestal data should be updated régulaily In piactice these 
pedestal calibration runs are therefore taken on a daily basis in between fills An additional reason 
for taking calibration runs is the need to keep Hack of dead or, on the contrary, noisy channels In 
the 1993 run four dead channels were lound and five channels had such an elevated noise level 
that they weie declared dead on the analysis level Duung 1993 the pedestal values have shown 
to be very stable The evolution of their values and ι/us values arc shown in figuie 4 10 
"Erasable Programmable Read Only Memorv 
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Chapter 5 
Event reconstruction 
5.1 Introduction 
The identification of Bhabha events and their acceptability depend on energy and position mca 
surements The exact selection criteria and the subsequent calculation of the luminosity are pre­
sented in chapter 6 This chapter describes the procedure to translate the recorded detector signals 
into physics coordinates 
The triggering ol Bhabha events and the processing ot the data are desciibed first Secondly 
the energy calibration of the BGO and the method used toi the reconstruction of the energy and 
impact point of an incoming particle arc presented Thirdly the position measurement using the 
SLUM is explained The treatment of multiple hits is especially important in this procedure The 
origin of these multiple hits has been studied in a dedicated experiment in which the detector was 
exposed to a 50 GeV electron test beam 
A distinction is made between global and local coordinates local coordinates are relative to 
the centre of either the BGO or the SLUM, whereas global coordinates are related to the centre ol 
the L3 detector or more precisely the actual interaction point The two cooidinate systems diffei 
by geometrical impericctions in the location ot the luminosity monitors To relate the impact point 
in the BGO with the hits in the SLUM the local BGO coordinates are translated to coordinates in 
» the SLUM frame The alignment ot the BGO and the SLUM is described in the last pan ot this 
chapter 
5.2 Trigger and Data Flow 
Dui mg a L3 physics run data are collected on tape with an event rate which is approximately 5 H/ 
Each event contains the information ot all LI subdetectois together with the trigger information 
of the event 
The digitised sums of the analogue signals from each BGO sector arc used to decide whethei a 
possible Bhabha event has occurred To avoid the loss ot Bhabha candidates on sector boundaries 
the signals ot two adjacent sectors aie added The trigger decisions are optimised such that the 
trigger rate is not excessive since each event reading causes several bunch crossings to be skipped 
Yet there is a need tora highly elhcicnt trigger lobe satishcd as well The total late of the tnggei 
in normal background conditions is 2Λ H7 Appioximately 25% of these events are selected tor 
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the final sample of Bhabha events for the luminosity calculation The trigger decision is based on 
three trigger conditions 
1 The lumi trigger. 
An energy deposit of at least 15 GeV on both sides of the interaction point is required In 
addition the sectors where these energy deposits are observed have to be 'back to back' 
2 The double tag trigger. 
On one side of the interaction point an energy deposit of at least 15 GeV and on the opposite 
side more than 25 GeV is required This trigger is especially useful in recovering Bhabha 
candidates in which part of the energy was lost in a dead crystal 
3 The single tag trigger. 
An energy deposit of at least 30 GeV on one side of the interaction point is required Only 
one out of 40 triggers is accepted Events with a single tag trigger are used to determine the 
trigger efficiency of the two triggers mentioned above In the off-line analysis the events 
selected as genuine Bhabhas but only triggered by the single tag trigger count as inefficiency, 
ε 
vBhabhd 
E= '""t,"'""4 (5 1) 
where the scaling factor of the single lag trigger is taken into account in ^¡J*hu„
 on|y 
Off line, the L3 data reconstruction program (REL3) splits the raw data into several streams 
containing information dedicated to a specific physics topic The data streams which are used for 
other than the luminosity analysis are not discussed in this thesis A description of the complete 
L3 reconstruction can be found in the L3 computing guide [37] 
Events with a valid luminosity trigger are saved on the so called LDRE stream (Luminosity 
Data REduction) The LDRE data is stored on tape, each tape summarising the data from many 
raw DAQ tapes To facilitate the luminosity analysis another stream is subsequently stored on 
disk the FBSB banks (Forward BGO Special Bank) These fast accessible files are a subset of 
the LDRE data, containing part of the reconstructed information The FBSB files are used for 
alignment and pcrlormance studies and are not suited for the final calculation of the luminosity 
The geometry corrections, calculated using the FBSB files, are stored in a database and used 
for the final luminosity calculation In the same database the results of the LEP external survey 
measurements are stored as well 
For the simulated events the data flow is likewise The detector response ol the particles pro-
duced in the events generated with the Bhlumi progiamme is simulated using the software package 
GEANT [38] The Monte Carlo events are then saved in separate LDRE streams and FBSB files 
and can subsequently be treated in exactly the same way as the real data For the 1993 luminosity 
determination 4 1 million Bhlumi events are simulated 
5.3 BGO 
5.3.1 Energy calibration 
The energy deposit in a crystal is proportional to the current output of the photo diode on the back-
side of the crystal and after digitisation to the recorded pulse height in ADC counts This relation 
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between energy and pulse height, the gam, is determined separately for each crystal. The gain is 
expressed in number of ADC counts per McV and is determined in the off-line analysis using the 
knowledge that a non radiative Bhabha event results in an energy deposit equal to the beam energy 
on both sides of the interaction point. Therefore the following equation holds 
N 
Σ ^ ^ ι * -ADC^)- gain' = Е
Ыгт
 (5.2) 
where the sum is taken over all crystals in a cluster, with a signal higher than a certain threshold. 
For a set of calibration events the gains are optimised until a good calibration is accomplished. 
The pedestals are determined for each LEP fill and typically drift less than 0.4 MeV where the 
deposited energy ranges from 200 MeV to 20 GeV per crystal. 
If serious radiation damage occurs the gain of the crystals can be calibrated for different pe­
riods. In 1993, however, the energy calibration was performed for the whole data sample at once. 
5.3.2 Shower fit 
The position determination of the impact point in the BGO is extracted from the comparison of 
the distribution of the energy over the crystals with a known electromagnetic shower shape. The 
energies are expressed in fractions, to allow for a fit procedure which is independent on the energy 
of the incoming particle. These fractions are defined as the energy deposit in one crystal divided 
by the sum of the energy deposits in all crystals. 
A given particle with energy £l0, deposits only a part of its energy in the BGO, Edcp The ex-
pected average fraction ot this energy deposited in a crystal / is E'dlcKd. It depends on the crystal's 
distance to the impact point, p. The average transverse shower shape is parametrised by. 
S = A 0 • <5,,_o + A , · e-p!a¡ + A2-e '"σ2 (5.3) 
with JQ S(p)dp = j¿ . A, and σ, are constants determined with a Monte Carlo study. Using this 
parametnsation a database entry is made with the predicted fractional energy loss in each crystal, 
for each possible impact point, on a finite grid. To determine the impact point of a real track, a 
χ
2
 fit is used in which the observed energy haction in a ciystal, E^mí(¡, is compared with the 
predicted fraction varying the impact point. 
2 _ V~^ ^ pndicted ^оЬчсглч!-' .<- .. 
χ
 'h Щ)2 р ' 
where /V is the number of crystals and ΔΕ, is the estimated error in the fractional enetgy. The r 
and φ coordinates of the impact point are varied around a starting value which is obtained by a 
'centre-of-gravity' calculation. In this case the positions of the centres of the hit crystals arc av­
eraged with a weight corresponding to the observed pulse height. The value of χ2 provides an 
indication whether the shower originated fiom an electron or photon, or rather a hadron. The re­
sulting accuracy in the impact point is about 1 mm. The : coordinate is fixed for all tracks; it is 
defined as the point where the energy density of the shower is at its maximum. 
After the impact point is determined with this shower fit. a final correction to the total deposited 
energy, £dL,p, is made to improve the estimate of the energy of the incoming particle, £1 0 1. 
E "" - -
ν
Ε ύ
^ (5.5) 
¿—ι I ^ prcdiUed 
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In this way known imperfections like dead crystals, are automatically taken into account (once 
a crystal is declared dead the predicted eneigy traction is always smaller than one. theiefore the 
total energy is increased) 
If more than one cluster can be reconstiucted inside one BGO detectoi, their position and en­
ergy are used to determine the momentum vectors corresponding to each cluster If solely the BGO 
is used the momentum vectors are summed This summation provides the energy and momentum 
of the originally scattered particle In a study ot photon radiation in the final state of a Bhabha 
event (see chapter 7), the clusters are summed as well to determine the momentum of the elec­
tron and photon together In the following description of the event reconstruction for the lumi­
nosity determination the BGO impact point is however matched to the track in the silicon under 
the assumption that the most energetic cluster in the BGO calorimeter corresponds to the electron 
(positron) 
5.4 SLUM 
5.4.1 Pedestal subtraction 
An important step in the analysis ol the silicon information is the selection of strips that are hit A 
first, conservative reduction of channels was already obtained online by demanding that the signals 
must have a pulse height at least one ADC count above their pedestal value In some parts of 
the detector the electronic noise in different channels is correlated To take this correlated part 
of the noise into account, on an event by event basis, one strip per pitch region is always read 
The average value of the output of these channels is used to deteimine a correction so that the real 
pedestal value of the event can be estimated 
After the correlated noise correction the mis value ot the pedestal fluctuation turns out be 0 7 
ADC counts After the pedestal is subtracted from the observed pulse height, the average signal 
is 10 ADC counts The signal over noise ratio is theiefore 14 
To select strips that are hit the, pedestal subtracted, signal must satisfy the following require 
ments 
1 Signal height larger than 5 ADC counts. 
2 Signal height larger than one sigma. 
This requirement is only effective in case ot extremely noisy channels 
Each detector hit is now translated in a set of local cooidinatcs. ι. φ and r, given by the locations 
of the centre ot the strip. Ar and a Αφ are assigned corresponding to the total size of the strip in r 
and φ respectively 
To reduce the influence of noisy hits a window aiound the icconstructcd impact point in the 
BGO calorimeter is formed Only sttips within this window aie considered foi lurther analysis 
In order to make a correct extrapolation Irom the BGO calorimeter to the silicon tracker the two 
detectors have to be aligned with respect to each othei (see section 5 5) 
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pions, no malei lal 
electrons, no material 
elections 0 1 X
n 
electrons 0 2 Χ,, 
elections 0 3 X„ 
electrons 0 4 Xt) 
ПСІІШЫІ 
0 03 
0 II 
0 π 
0 16 
0 25 
0 32 
Table 5.1: The resutts/oi Т},і
и
„ы<. /ют lal beam dala tht quoted\aluc\ do not include the matei tal 
of the détectai itself 
5.4.2 Multiple hits 
The silicon sensor si7e and strip pattern is designed such that the signal generated by one traversing 
particle is typically collected on one strip Ideally a Bhabha event would result in one hred strip 
per layer per event In practice events are sometimes iccordcd with multiple strips hit This effect 
has been studied in a test beam 
In the test beam, in the CERN west area, two silicon scctois weie placed in front of one BGO 
sector The reference track coordinates were determined with the help of a straw tube detector 
placed in front of the silicon detectoi Two plastic scintillators piovided a Inggei when a coincident 
hit occuned The test beam consisted ot 50 GeV electrons or pions 
The following eltecls, known to cause multiple hits, have been examined 
1 Multiple particles. 
Due to secondary particles traversing the detector simultaneously with the electron more 
than one strip can be hit Bclorc entering the sensitive paît of the detectoi the particles tra-
verse a certain amount ol matciial the detector cover and parts of the detector itself To 
examine the effect different amounts of extia matetial weie placed in front of the detector 
The traversing electron can eithei ι adiate a photon (Biemsslrahlung) or knock out an elec­
tron (<5 iay emission) It the opening angle between these two particles is large enough two 
neighbouring strips can be hit A photon will only be observed if it converts into an electron-
positron pair A comparison with pions is made because the probability that pions produce 
secondary particles is small compaied with elections Since the electron and the pion both 
deposit the same amount ot energy the detector response is similar tor both particles In 
figure 5 1 (top) the difference in multiplicity distributions is shown for both pions and elec­
trons To make a quantitative comparison which is not dependent on the trigger inefficiency, 
the amount ot observed hit multiplicity is defined as 
Htlouhk 
Ν
Λ 
Wdouhli + A'MIHL 
(5 6) 
The values for Τ)(|0ιιΗί determined from the test beam data are summarised in table 5 1 From 
this data it is therefore concluded that the majority ol the double hits are caused by secondary 
particles, rather than by other effects discussed below A maximum of three percent of dou­
ble hits can be explained by real detector effects 
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Figure 5.1: Resulti from the 50 GeV testbeam. The main difference in the behaviour of pions 
and electrons is the amount of secondary particles they produce. From data taken with pious (top 
left) it is therefore proven that the double hits are mainly caused by secondary particles. Only 3 
percent of the pions cause double hits, for electrons (top right) this is 11 percent. For electrons 
the influence of material on the hit multiplicity is shown (bottom). Both the material in front of the 
detector (left) and the material of the Stesalit layers is important (right). 
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In ligure 5 1 (bottom) the multiplicity is shown as a function of the amount of material in 
front of the detector From this plot an estimate can be made of the total amount of ma­
terial seen by the particles trom the detector itself II these points are extrapolated to the 
point where τ/аоиьк is 0 03, as with pions, the number of radiation lengths is -0 08 This is 
a reasonable number since the (test beam) detector cover consisted of a 1 mm thick brass 
plate, corresponding to 0 07 radiation lengths The effect of the detector support material 
is shown in this plot as well A clear difference is observed in the multiplicity distributions 
for the first, second and third layer ot the detector 
2 Backscattering. 
The electromagnetic shower developing in the BGO may cause particles to backscatter into 
the silicon detector In the testbeam it was possible to remove the BGO sector and compare 
the resulting number ot double hits No signihcant dillcrence is observed 
3 Charge sharing. 
When a particle traverses the detector between two strips (up to a few microns from the exact 
centre) the created charge is disti ibuted over both strips The ìatio of the double hits over 
the single plus the double hits observed with the pion beam, shows that the charge is shared 
over two strips in only 3% ot the cases This three percent still includes the effects of the 
presence of multiple particles and therclore is a worst case' estimate In the L3 setup the 
fact that the particles enter the detector typically at an angle of 35 mrad contributes as well, 
such a particle traversing a 300 μηι thick detector corresponds to a transverse displacement 
of 10 μτη, thus causing double hits in a maximum ol 2% of the events (obtained by the ratio 
of the displacement and the typical strip pitch) The degree of charge sharing is influenced 
by the threshold cut made on the signal In case of a micro strip detector the charge sharing 
can be used to increase the resolution 
4 Noise. 
Electronic noise somewhere along the leadout line causes a fluctuating pedestal signal De 
pending on the size of the fluctuation this can give rise toa noise hit high enough to pass the 
pulse height cuts To prevent these hits from biasing the position measurement extremely 
noisy strips are detected by analysing pedestal runs and subsequent removal of these chan 
neis in Monte Carlo and data samples During 1993 lour strips were found to be noisy hav 
ing pedestal widths ot more than 2 5 ADC counts For the other strips with an aveiage ims 
ot 0 7 ADC counts the expected amount of take hits is expected to be very small 
Another effect observed in the tesi beam data, is an increased amount of multiple hits in the 
regions where the stainless steel alignment pins of the silicon sensors are located The location 
of the alignment pins with the resulting increase in multiplicity is shown in figure 5 2 From this 
study an allowed region is determined tor the boundaries of the fiducial volume For the inner 
boundary this region is determined to be 78 mm < r < 90 mm The outer boundary has to be 
larger than 140 mm (not shown in the plot) 
For the detectors placed in L3 the multiplicity is examined as well The hit multiplicity distri 
butions tor the fine pitched region of all r measuring layers, are shown in figure 5 3 The distri­
butions are given for both data and Monte Carlo events At this point certain asymmetries arise 
between the different г-measuring layers A specially shaped beam pipe is installed on the +; side 
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Figure 5.2: Results from the test beam The с on elation between the increased amount of multiple 
hits and the position oj ¡he alignment pins is shown for both ¡he \ position (left) and the \ position 
(right) The distribution is obtainedbv normalising the multiple hits vulh the single hits The gnen 
coordinates are in ¡he tcslbeam reference ¡rame 
The shape of this beam pipe is designed such that the amount of material in front of the legion 
where the inner boundary of the fiducial volume is situated is minimal Unfortunately it is not 
possible to install a similar beam pipe on the other side of the intet action point since the L3 micro 
vertex detector is slid in over this part of the beam pipe during installation, this requires a flat hori-
zontal beampipe This difference in beam pipe structuie accounts lor the different hit multiplicities 
for the -z and the +z detectors, as can be seen in figure 5 3 
The distributions show that the effect ol material in fiont of the detector is slightly underesti-
mated in the Monte Carlo simulation Thcrclorc the algoi ithm used for the interpretation of mul-
tiple hits, in the luminosity analysis is of ciilical importance 
After the lejection of noise hits the next step in the analysis is the determination of one impact 
point per event and per layer The events are split up in three categones according to number of hit 
strips inside a window, projected onto the silicon in front of the most energetic bump in the BGO 
The size of this window is 5 mm in the r-direction and 2 5 degrees in the azimulhal direction A 
region of interest is thus created in each layer of the SLUM. The following cases are distinguished 
1. No hits in region of interest. 
There are no hits inside the window due to inefficiency ol the silicon itself (proven to be 
around I %) or inefficiency of the fast trigger ( I %) The position of the shower in the BGO 
calorimeter is used as impact point The coordinates are translated to the silicon frame with 
the help of the results described in the next section 
2 One hit in region of interest. 
Only one hred strip lies within the window As can be concluded from the multiplicity dis-
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Figure 5.3: The amount of material m front of the detectoi seen by a partit le emitted at the vertex 
at an angle θ on -z side (top left) and +< side (top light). On the bottom pioli the resulting hit 
multiplicity distributions in the small pitch region of the first r-layers (middle) and the second r-
layers (bottom) 
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tnbutions the largest part of the events fall in this category Although in the first layer on 
-г only 43% of the hits aie single, the first layei on +; has 81 % single hits In this case, the 
position of the centre ot the fired strip is used as the impact point 
3 Multiple hits in region of interest. 
More than one strip is fired in the region of interest There are several ways to assign the im 
pact point in this case In the analysis described in this thesis one of the hits is randomly se 
lected It is crucial that no bias is introduced on the overall selection of events and therefore 
the position resolution is not the most impoilant issue here Another way to determine the 
impact point is to average the positions of the fired strips The averaging can be performed 
with the assignment of a weight to each strip The weight is determined by the pulse height 
ol the signal on the strip To use the weighting method correctly the Monte Carlo events 
should be simulated with realistic pedestals and gains At present the Monte Carlo simula­
tion generates equal pedestals and gains for each channel The advantage of random selec 
lion is that the resulting impact point is still expiessed in terms of discrete strip numbers and 
the sharp boundary between the silicon strips can be lully exploited 
Summarising the reconstruction method used so far, the BGO provides an energy determina­
tion as well as a space point tor the reconstructed electron (positron) shower on each side of the 
interaction point For the events with silicon hits the SLUM provides two space points on each 
side, to obtain real space points for each r-measunng layer, the measured 0-coordinate is extrap­
olated to both layers assuming a track follows a straight line from the interaction vertex to the 
luminosity detector 
5.5 Alignment of the calorimeter and the tracker 
After the installation of the luminosity monitors the knowledge of the detector positions is of the 
ordei of a few millimetres The subsequent survey of the BGO is performed with a precision of 
300 μπι The survey precision ot the SLUM position was in the order of a millimetre lor 1993, 
due to the failure of one ol the survey tools A precise relative alignment between the BGO and 
the SLUM is obtained using the recorded data The alignment of the detectors with respect to the 
centre of the beam is discussed in the next chapter 
Schematically, the offsets can be pictured as shown in hgure 5 4 One module ot the BGO 
calorimeter, ι e one half detector, is shown as seen from the silicon detector frame The align­
ment of the two detectors is based on the fact that high momentum tracks produced at the vertex 
result in θ and φ hits in the BGO and the SLUM which should coincide Due to offsets and rota-
lions between the two detectors the measured BGO coordinates differ from the measured silicon 
coordinates The effects ot the magnetic field are absorbed in the rotation offset between the two 
detectors The BGO coordinates expressed in the silicon trame are 
vi» = 4fic,cosà<p-)H„sìnb(l> + dx 
V» = \/,t„binA<|» + Ví,u,cosA0+í/\ (5 7) 
where Αφ is the rotation angle, d\ and dv are the offsets ot the BGO with respect to the centre of 
the silicon tracker, xhf!„ and \ftjt„ aie the local BGO coordinates and xhs and νΛι are the BGO coor 
dînâtes expressed in the silicon trame With the help of this equation, a chi-squarc minimisation 
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Figure 5.4: The offset afone BGO module with lespeet to the silicon tracker 
is performed to determine values of the rotation angle and the offsets The chi square is defined 
as 
where д„/ and ys,¡ are the coordinates of a track measured by the silicon tracker, N is the number 
of events To perform this fit in an unbiased way only Bhabha events are selected with a single 
sti φ hit in the silicon The fit is performed for each run period separately but has shown to be very 
stable In table 5 2 the results of the fit fot the BGO calorimeter modules on +z and -~ are shown 
for the periods 93a, 93b and 93c, separated by a LEP shutdown period 
Comparing the offsets in the л direction of the two half detectors, and using the fitted rotation 
the gap between the two halves is calculated The gap is found to be in the range fiom 2 1 mm 
(3 9 mm) at the top to 0 8 mm (0 9 mm) on the bottom side ot the BGO, for the detector on the +; 
(—z) side Comparing the gap size for difteient LEP fills it is shown that the opening and closing 
mechanism of the BGO calorimeter is reliable as can be seen from table 5 3 
The ht is performed on the Monte Carlo sample as well, in this case only an offset in dx should 
be found, caused by the gap The fitted gap size of 1 4 mm (table 5 2) agrees with the gap size 
which is implemented in the detector simulation of 1 6 mm The small difference between those 
two numbers can be explained by the uncertainly in the position of the shower maximum along 
the ,. axis For all further analysis the BGO coordinates are translated to coordinates in the silicon 
I rame 
In figure 5 5 the resulting alignment between the BGO and the silicon is shown Shown is the 
difference between the reconstructed BGO coordinate and the silicon coordinate after the offsets 
obtained from the fit have been implemented 
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Monte Carlo 
άφ 
dX 
dY 
-X,-Z 
-.001 
.890 
-.009 
+x,-z 
-.001 
-.884 
-.017 
-λ,+Ζ 
.000 
.762 
.019 
+x,+z 
.000 
-.763 
.036 
1993 data, period A 
dip 
dX 
dY 
-χ,-ζ 
-.012 
-.062 
-2.638 
+X.-Z 
.002 
-1.516 
-3.077 
-χ,+ζ 
-.003 
3.397 
-.704 
+x,+z 
.005 
2.725 
-1.033 
1993 data, period В 
άφ 
dX 
dY 
-λ.-Ζ 
-.012 
-.092 
-2.613 
+x,-z 
.002 
-1.536 
-3.062 
-x.+z 
-.003 
3.374 
-.726 
+x,+z 
.005 
2.698 
-1.010 
1993 data, periodC 
άφ 
dX 
dY 
-x,-z 
-.012 
-.089 
-2.606 
+X.-Z 
.002 
-1.544 
-3.064 
-x,+z 
-.003 
3.307 
-.711 
+x,+z 
.005 
2.692 
-1.002 
Table 5.2: The offset of the BGO modules on -z and+z for 1993, both f or data and Monte Carlo. 
fill nr. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
gap size 
1.39 
1.42 
1.38 
1.46 
1.39 
1.39 
1.38 
1.36 
1.38 
1.34 
Table 5.3: The gap size for different fills during one week, the average gap is I 38 mm with an 
rms value of 0.04 mm. 
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Figure 5.5: The different e betu een the reconstruí ted BGO coordinate and the silicon coordinate 
Both the difference in the r-coordmate (left) and the φ-tooidinatc (right) are shown The widths 
of the ι-distributions are 0 85 mm (MC) and 0 99 mm (Data) The widths of the φ-distributions 
ate 0 47 (MC) and 0 50 degrees (data) 
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Chapter 6 
The Luminosity determination 
6.1 Introduction 
The method of the calculation of the integiated luminosity is presented in this chapter starting with 
the equation 
σ
ν
.4 
where jVuhdbha I s the number of selected events, and CTVIS is the visible cross section 
In section 6 2 the selection of Bhabha events is presented Important tor the event selection 
is a quantitative study of possible backgrounds and of the trigger efficiency In section 6 4 the 
determination of the visible cross section using the Bhlumi Monte Carlo program, is given It is 
explained how small differences between the detector geometry in the data and the Monte Carlo 
are taken into account to obtain the desired accuracy 
The chapter is concluded with a presentation of the resulting luminosity and a discussion on 
the possible remaining sources oí systematic uncertainties 
6.2 Event selection 
6.2.1 Selection criteria 
A typical small angle Bhabha event is shown in figure 6 1 The parameters relevant to the selection 
of Bhabha events are the scattering angles θ\ and θ 2, of respectively the scattered electron and 
positron, the energies £ ι and £4. deposited in the calorimeters, and finally the azimuthal angles 
0i and 02 
Given energy and momentum conservation the energies £ | and E2 are both equal to the beam 
energy and the scattered electron and positron he in one plane with the beam line Therefore events 
are identified as Bhabha events when they satisfy the following criteria 
1 Energy conservation. 
£,„„ > 0 4 £
Ыаш
 and (6 2) 
¿•тач ^ " ο ¿Ίκ im 
where £
m m
 is the minimum and £
m i 4 the maximum value ot the energies £ | and E-, 
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Figure 6.1: The \i¡>natuic of a non ladiatnc Bhabha e\ent 
2 Coplanarity. 
I 180° -αφ |< 10 (6 3) 
where Αφ the angle between the azimuthal angles φ\ and φ-, expresses the coplanarity of 
the event 
In addition a liducial volume is defined only particles with impact points inside the boundaries 
of this volume arc accepted To make use of the fact that the hacker consists ot loin r measuring 
layers the fiducial volume cut is applied at each layer individually, thus obtaining lour event sam 
pies Accepted are the events satisfying a tii>ht cut on one side and a loose cut at the opposite side 
3 Tight fiducial volume. 
85 mm < r < 141 mm (6 4) 
| φ - 90° | > 11 25° 
| φ 270° | > 11 25° 
4 Loose fiducial volume. 
76 mm < ; < 184 mm (6 5) 
The selection criteria are chosen in such a way that the pui ity of the sample is large while the 
acceptance of events lemains sufficiently laige as well In the lollowing sections the selection cri­
teria are further motivated and the resulting event samples for data and Monte Carlo aie presented 
Fnergy 
The asymmetric energy requirement sei ves to select Bhabha events including those where part 
of the energy is lost Due to the radiation of a photon (see chaptei 7) energy can escape along the 
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Figure 6.2: The energy distribution of background events. 
beampipe. Events with an imperfect energy reconstruction, due to a not well functioning crystal, 
are retained in the sample as well. 
Background events in the luminosity monitors are due lo collisions of the electron (positron) 
beams with remaining atoms inside the beam pipe and the resulting oil'momentum particles. The 
collisions take place outside the interaction regions and upto a certain energy loss they still pass the 
quadrupole magnets. The interaction of the beams with remaining particles inside the beampipe 
due toa limited quality of the vacuum is not included in the Monte Carlo simulations and therefore 
these events need to be rejected. 
Taking the configuration of the bending magnets and the quadrupoles into account the energy 
distribution of these events can be predicted. The distribution is broad and centred around half the 
beam energy [39]. If the data sample is studied where all Bhabha events are specifically removed, 
the observed energy distribution is as shown in figuie 6.2. This is in a reasonable agreement with 
the predicted spectrum. 
Due to the trigger requiring an energy deposit on both sides of the interaction point these events 
are only recorded if a coincidence occuis between a combination of a background and a Bhabha 
event or two background events. In figure 6.3 (left) it can be seen how the majority ot these back­
ground events arc removed from the data sample. The remaining background is examined after 
the coplanarity requirement is applied. This is discussed in 6.2.2. 
The energy distribution of the final selected Bhabha event sample is shown in figure 6.3 (right) 
for both Monte Carlo and data. For each event the average energy is, (E\ + Ει)Ι2, is plotted. The 
events shown in this distribution satisfy all selection criteria. The agreement between the data and 
Monte Carlo sample is good. At energies larger than the beam energy a slight enhancement in the 
data is observed. These are real Bhabha events recorded wiih a simultaneous 'background' event. 
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Figure 6.3: The correlation between the observed energies in the BGO on both sides of the inter­
action point (left). The energy requirement is indicated with a solid line. Using this cut the random 
beam-gas interactions are removed from the event sample. In the right plot the energy distribution 
of the Bhabha events. 
Coplanarity 
For each event the azimuthal angle between the ^-coordinates of the impact points on - ; and +z 
is calculated. 
This angle has to be corrected for the influence of the magnetic field inside the L3 detector and 
misalignments between the two detector sides. The magnetic field, B, in the detector is approxi­
mately 0.5 Tesla. Due to their opposite charge, the electron and the positron are always deflected 
in the same direction since they are emitted back-to-back. This effect is schematically drawn in 
figure 6.4. Therefore a small shift in the average value of Δ0 is observed. The size of this shift is 
estimated using the following equation 
Ι8Ο-(Δ0) = 65л
2
 _ бог 
20p -r sin θ ~ 2Öp (6.6) 
with r ~ ζ sin θ. Using the magnetic field В = 0.5 Tesla. the momentum ρ = 45 GeV and ζ = 
2.65 m this equals 0.5°. The expected value of Αφ is therefore 179.5°. The value for Δ0 can be 
directly fitted from the reconstructed Bhabha events. In the data an angle of 179.14° is found, for 
the Monte Carlo the angle is 179.63°. The difference between the data and Monte Carlo is due to a 
small relative rotation of the two detectors in the azimulhal direction. The coplanarity distribution 
of the Bhabha events as a function of the coplanarity is shown in figure 6.4 for both Monte Carlo 
and data. The selection cuts are indicated with arrows. The events shown in this sample satisfy 
all the selection criteria except the coplanarity requirement. No significant deviation between the 
data and the Monte Carlo is observed. 
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130 155 180 205 230 
αφ (deg) 
Figure 6.4: The effect of the В-field (lejt) The coplananty of the Bhabha events (right) The 
broadening of the distribution near the peak is explained by the fact that φ is expressed in discrete 
strip coordinates 
Fiducial Volume 
For each silicon layer the Bhabha events inside the tight fiducial volume are accepted if at the same 
time the particle at the opposite side is within the loose fiducial volume Four samples are obtained 
which are averaged using the visible cross section determined for each layer separately 
1 4 /V' 
ι '
v B h a b h a ,-- -74 
£=4 S ^ r (67) 
where the index ι indicates the layer number as follows 
i = l -z, inner layer ι = 3 +z, inner layer 
i = 2 -z, outer layer ι = 4 +z, outer layer 
The visible cross section is discussed in section 6.3. 
The tight-loose selection strongly reduces the sensitivity for offsets of the beam position with 
respect to the centre of the detector. This can be seen in figure 6 5 where the relative change in the 
luminosity is shown as a function of the size of an offset of one of the two detectors with respect to 
the nominal beam position. Both the tight-loose and the tight-tight based selection are compared 
with the nominal luminosity normalised to 1 in this plot. In the left plot the displacement is in the 
ry-plane, in the right plot the vertex is displaced with respect to the centre of the two detectors in 
the ζ direction. 
The boundaries of the tight fiducial volume are well away trom the regions where alignment 
pins are located As was shown in the previous chapter these alignment pins enhanced the hit 
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Figure 6.5: The effect of the tight-loose based selection for an offset of the vertex in the xy-plane 
(Iep) or in the ζ direction 
multiplicity locally (see section 5 4 2) In the azimuthal range the small gap in the BGO due to 
the opening mechanism leads the exclusion of a region ot 2 times 11 25 ° This corresponds to 
one crystal on each side of the gap 
For the loose cut the reconstructed impact point in the BGO is used The loose cut is needed to 
reject events with a false energy reconstruction In case a scattered particle enters the calorimeter 
so close to the boundary that only a small part ol its energy is contained inside the BGO, the eneigy 
reconstruction can fail The loose cut is set half a ciystal away from the BGO boundary to avoid 
this cflcct 
In figure 6 6 the distributions for both Monte Cai lo and data events as a function ot the г co 
ordinate are shown The distribution is shown lor the two inner layers of the detectois on -z and 
+z In these plots the r coordinates are smeared ovei the width of the strips, the selection of the 
events is always in terms of discrete strip numbeis 
When the plots are carefully examined the influence ol the conical flange in the beam pipe on 
the positive sideot the interaction point is visible In the region 110 mm< r < Π0 mm a distortion 
is observed which is not exactly at the same location in data and Monte Carlo This distortion is 
caused by the edges of the flange and the dillcrcntc is explained by small offsets between the 
detector location in data and Monte Carlo The lact that the detector is not at the same с position 
in the simulation means that the projection of the flange in the beam pipe is not exactly at the same 
r position (/ = ζ tan Θ) on the detector However the agreement in the region wheie the fiducial 
volume cut is made is good To stress the quality of the agreement between data and simulation the 
inserts show an enlarged view on a linear scale ol the area around the fiducial volume boundaries 
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Intermezzo 
In defining the fiducial volume one can use either polar coordinates (Θ and φ) 
or cylindrical ones (r = ; tan θ and φ) Although at first glance the diffeience 
might seem to be a purely mathematical transformation it leads to a more 
fundamentally different approach in the data treatment at further 
examination 
If the boundaiies of the fiducial volume are expressed in terms of (?„„„ (inner 
boundary) and
 П
т (outer boundary) the actual location of the boundary on 
the silicon sensor depends on its position on the ; axis Theiefoie the 
boundary on the back and the front side of the Stcsaht layers, as well as on 
the two different r-measunng layers, is at a different strip number 
The difference between the cut position on the first and the second layer, foi 
a typical value of
 т
,
п
 = 32 mrad is approximately 3 mm which corresponds 
to a difference of 6 strips A comparable difference exists between the data 
and the Monte Carlo events since the detector position on the г axis is not 
exactly equal in those two samples 
If however, the fiducial volume is expressed in terms of r
mm
 and /•
mix one can 
precisely determine the corresponding strip numbers of these radii These 
numbers are now equal for all sensors, independent of their ζ positions, both 
for data and Monte Carlo events 
As a result all detector effects can be taken into account Known dead strips 
and strips not used in the data sample due to excessive noise levels are 
removed from the Monte Carlo sample as well 
The use of the track coordinates expressed in r therefore allows a precise 
determination of the detector acceptance 
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Although at the -z-side the agreement between data and simulation might look better at first 
glance there is an enhancement in the data in the number of events at small values of л This is due 
to particles which shower bclorc they reach the detector Only part of the shower is delected in the 
silicon detector and the assigned impact point can be systematically shifted to a higher value ol r 
Since the amount of material is slightly underestimated in the Monte Cai lo (see section 5 4 2) this 
could cause a small overshoot in the data at this point 
6.2.2 Background subtraction 
After the selection criteria have been applied the remaining number of background events is esti 
mated from the coplananty distribution The background events caused by beam gas collisions are 
assumed to have a homogeneous Αφ distribution Another source of background events is formed 
by two photon collisions, e+c —> e+e~X with two tags in the luminosity monitors Also these 
events have no preference tor coplananty 
In a φ window located 10 degrees away from the coplananty peak see again figure 6 4 (right), 
the number of events in data and Monte Carlo are compared To reduce the influence of radiative 
events in this study an extra energy requirement is imposed, only events with energy deposits on 
both sides more than 5% away from E^.dm are considered 
The enhancement of the data is studied in two windows, one on each side of the peak The re 
suiting distribution of the background events is shown in figure 6 7 For this plot the Monte Carlo 
events are subtracted from the number of events in the data sample Due to statistical fluctuations 
the resulting distribution is at some points below zero As the backgiound is assumed to be homo 
geneous the integrated number ol events in this region is subtracted trom the final Bhabha sample 
The total amount ot background events is 0 003 % of the total sample and the error is therefore 
assumed to negligible 
6.2.3 Trigger efficiency 
The trigger inefficiency is examined with the selection of Bhabha events which aie triggered by 
the single tag trigger only (see chapter 5 equation 5 1 ) For 1993 no significant trigger inefficiency 
has been measured and the systematic uncertainty on the luminosity determination is assumed to 
be negligible 
The total, background subtracted, number of events found in the data is given in table 6 1 
Since the layers are at ditferent г positions the acceptance is quite different During the 1993 run 
two major access periods occurred, the data is divided in three samples (A, B, and C) separated 
by these periods 
6.3 The visible cross section 
6.3.1 Acceptance 
The visible cross section is defined as 
esibii = <7(0Bhli,mi 1~ -F.;„m (6 8) 
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Figure 6.6: The Bhabha events as a function of the reconstructed r-coordinate in mm, (top 
bottom +z) both on a logarithmic scale and a linear scale m the inserts 
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Figure 6.7: The background eventi as a function of their coplanarity. In total 80 background 
events arc subtracted from the data sample. 
layer 1 
layer 2 
layer 3 
layer 4 
1993 A 
402500 
426158 
404253 
428599 
1993 В 
1196273 
1267899 
1201656 
1274746 
1993 С 
675864 
716713 
678436 
719743 
Table 6.1: The number of selected events for the three run periods m 1993 
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The theoretical cross section, авыш™· has been discussed in chapter one. The second factor repre­
sents a first approximation oí the detector acceptance, with /V.Kl and /Vgt.„ respectively the accepted 
Monte Carlo events and the number ol generated events. The sample of Monte Carlo events has 
been generated such that the electron (positron) is scattered in a polar range fiom 20 mrad < θ < 
200 mrad. From a total of 4.1 million generated events only 0.9 million events pass the fiducial 
volume cuts (table 6.2). The limited number of Monte Carlo events introduces an error on the 
acceptance determination. The limitation is due to the lact that an accurate simulation of the de­
tector response to a generated event is very (CPU) time consuming. The resulting contribution to 
the uncertainly in the visible cross section. Δ σ ^ ' . is 0.09 CA. 
/V
a
„ =4114187 
layer 1 
layer 2 
layer 3 
layer 4 
Л'.іч 
874295 
928526 
873641 
929206 
NMJN,,,n 
0.2125 
0.2356 
0.2123 
0.2258 
Table 6.2: The number of generaled and accepted Monte Carlo event·, 
The factor ƒ"„„,„, is a correction to the acceptance foi the existing differences between the real 
detector geometry and its description in the Monte Carlo. It is split in lour geometry coirections, 
all separately calculated for each /'-measuring layer. /: 
-^  geom ~~ - ' sons ' ·* hi'.ini ' ·* \u\ ' ^~\ιιίψ \V.J) 
1. ^
c n s
: Correction for small displacements of the silicon sensors on the support structure. 
2. y^.j,,,: Correction for the olisci ol the beam with respect to the centre ol the detector in the 
л^-ріапе. 
3. Tim-. Correction for the offset of the vertex position in the r-dircction. 
4. T\
emv
: Correction for the expansion of the detector due to an opeiating temperature which 
was higher than anticipated. 
The numerical values of these factois, either extracted from the data or from external measure­
ments, are presented in the following sections. 
6.3.2 Position of the sensors on the support, vc"
scns 
Using the optical survey measurements described in chapter 4 (sec section 4.2) the real location 
of the sensors on the support structure has been obtained. The offset of the measured position 
of the inner boundary with respect to the design value is summarised in table 6.3 together with 
the resulting correction factor. The overall uncertainty on the survey measurements is 6 μπι, the 
corresponding uncertainty in the correction factor is 0.00017. 
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1 layer 1 
layer 2 
layer 3 
| layer 4 
offset (μιη) 
20 
31 
28 
12 
Τ 
J
 І.СПЧ 
0.99940 
0 99914 
0.99920 
0 99966 
Table 6.3: The correction factor JF
scns
, for the diffeience of the sensor locations with respect to 
the design geometry. 
6.3.3 Beam offset in the ry-plane, ^ъеат 
The LEP beam does not run exactly through the centre of the silicon tracker. Due to the 1/Θ1 depen­
dence of the Bhabha cross section this lesults in a non-uniform distribution of the selected events 
over the azimuthal angle, as this angle is defined in local detector coordinates For example, an 
offset of the beam in the positive л-direction results in an enhancement of the number of Bhabha 
events selected in a small segment around 0 = 0° The offset of the detector is schematically 
shown in figure 6.8. 
The offsets of the beam can be derived from the density distribution in the data sample, using 
the first order Bhabha cross section 
do _ CdQ _ Cvrdr 
d~4>~ Ύ* 7~ (6.10) 
in a perfect geometry and with С as a constant. In terms of the coordinates measured in the dis­
placed detector frame, r' and φ', this is 
da л 
= C· 
r'dr' 
</0' ((jf' + Ax)2 + (У + Δν)2)2 
Neglecting all higher order terms of Ax and Ay this leads to 
do 
~άφ' 
С-
z^dr1 
(r12 + 2АХГ1 cos φ' + 2Ayr' sin φ')2 
(6 11) 
(6.12) 
Integrating the differential cross section over a region from r
mm
 to r
m a x
, the number of selected 
Bhabha events versus the measured azimuthal angle, is expressed as 
Ν(φ') = ./V
avcragc + A cos φ' + В sin φ' (6.13) 
where Ν is the number of selected events and A and В are related to the offsets ΔΛ and Ay according 
to 
ΔΛ _ ^ ('"min
 rma ) Δν = - — — · ( Л | 7 _Γήχ) (6 14) 
° 'Vjurjge (/„un — 'max/ 
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Figure 6.8: The silicon detector with an offset with respect to the nominal beam position. On the 
left plot the effect of a rotation around the χ axis, on the right plot the effect of an offset in the x,y 
plane. 
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Figure 6.9: The number of selected Bhabha events as a function of the azimuthal angle, on the 
left plot the offsets are not implemented on the right plot they are. 
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The offsets are fitted from the teal data The uncollected data is shown in figure 6 9 (leti) 
where the deviation with the Monte Carlo distiibution is clearly visible After the geomctiy coi-
rections have been implemented the agreement between data and Monte Carlo is good, see fi 
gure 6 9 (right) in table 6 4 the offsets and the corresponding laclors are presented The accuracy 
ot the fitted offsets is in the ordci ol 0 1 mm which has a negligible effect on the uncertainty in 
the visible cross section The enoi on the fit result is estimated by studying the offset for differ 
ent subsets of the data samples It the same fit proceduie is applied to the Monte Carlo events the 
resulting offsets are found to be compatible with zero 
layer 1 
layer 2 
layer 3 
layer 4 
yjAA2 + à.\2 (mm) 
1993 A 
0 83 
1 20 
1 87 
1 67 
1993 В 
0 95 
1 40 
2 62 
2 32 
1993 С 
1 16 
1 54 
2 13 
2 05 
-'lit. л и 
1993 A 
1 00027 
1 00070 
1 00125 
1 00105 
1993 В 
1 00035 
1 00077 
1 00252 
1 00186 
1993 С 
1 00059 
1 00082 
I 00183 
1 00144 
Table 6.4: The itale fai to/ Tbe
m
 r<- suiting fi от the offset between the centi e of the deteetor and 
the beam line The eiroi on the offsets is 0 J mm 
6.3.4 Distance to the vertex, Т
 еп 
To determine the luminosity per layer the distance from the veitex to each layer must be deter 
mined In the Monte Carlo the inner layer is located at : = 2612 45 mm and the outer layer at г 
= 2692 45 mm on both sides of the interaction point In the data the detector is not exactly at the 
nominal position, the vertex is not necessarily in the cenlic ol the global L3 coordinate system 
and in addition it has been noted that the detector was slightly tilted with ìespcct to the \)-plane 
These three effects are taken into account separately 
LEP survey 
The detector position in global L3 coordinates is obtained fiom sui vey measurements The intrin 
sic accuracy of these measurements is 0 3 mm Four sut vey bars had been designed to be attached 
to brass blocks, fixed at each support layer of the detector, when it was surveyed The design of 
the survey bars is shown in figure 6 10 Problems with the fixation of the brass blocks compii 
cated the interpretation of the survey measurements Moreover the detector had been tightened 
only at the foot which resulted in a small tilt in the vertical position due to the the weight of the 
cables The total systematic uncertainty on the distance between the two detectors on both sides 
of the interaction point is estimated to be I 6 mm, which is the quadratic sum of the uncertainty 
ol the detector positions on both sides of the interaction point ol 1 I mm The distance between 
the innei and the outer layers is measured to be 79 6 ± 0 2 mm The survey results extrapolated to 
the position of the foot ol the detector are given in table 6 5 
The fixation ot the detectoi has been improved before the detector was installed for the 1994 
run An aluminium support plate has been designed which is fixed to both the foot plate and the 
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¿S^L 
?F 
C!~IDJL 
Figure 6.10: The sur\ey marks used to determine the position of the detector in the Li global 
coordinate system. 
-position (mm) 
layer 1 -2606.14 
layer 2 -2685.78 
layer 3 2612.62 
layer 4 2692.16 
Tabic 6.5: The ζ position obtained from survey measurements. The errors on these numbers are 
1 1 mm 
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support structure of the detector The intrinsic survey precision of 300 μιπ is obtained for the 1994 
run. 
Rotation around the χ and y axes 
Since the LEP survey measurement only provides the z-coordinate at the foot of the detector a 
correction has to be applied, due to the tilt of the detector with respect to the xy-plane This rotation 
is determined, using Bhabha tracks from the data sample. The rotation of the detector has been 
sketched in figure 6.8. 
The measured difference in the coordinate between the inner and outer layer is used to calculate 
the rotation angle, α For the determination of the angle α the coordinates are expressed as 
.ппег = arctan(r
m n c r
/z i nner) (6.15) 
ииісг
 =
 arctan(rOUIcr/¿outcr) 
The effect of a rotation is to first order determined by a relative offset of the centre of the inner and 
the outer layer. The observed curves for both detector sides are shown in figure 6.11 as a function 
of the azimuthal angle. The distribution is to first order given by the equation 
öinncr - fouler = А + ВсО ф + С Sin 0 (6.16) 
The constants В and С indicate rotations around the у and χ axes respectively. In the data the effect 
of the rotation around the y-axis is negligible, the rotation around the x-axis is given by 
a, = C- ( г '""с т + г ° и 1 е г ) (6.17) 
-Амппі-г
 —
 fouler ) 
The rotation angles around the дг-axis are used to extrapolate the survey measurements, which 
only provided the position of the detector foot, to the centre of the detector. The lesulting position 
of the centre is used as the average position of the detector on the z-axis The precision of the fit is 
estimated to be 0.2 mrad. The angle a, and the corresponding corrections to the r-positions at the 
centre of the detector arc given in table 6 6 The difference in the angle between periods В and С 
is explained by the fact that the detector has been recabled aftei period В The weight of the cables 
slightly changed the tilt of the detector. 
-z 
+: 
1993 A+ В 
a (mrad) 
12.1 
8.1 
offset (mm) 
3.3 
2.4 
1993 С 
a (mrad) 
12.0 
3.1 
offset (mm) 
3.2 
0.8 
Table 6.6: Resulti of the fitted rotation angle·; and the corresponding corrections to the distance 
from the vertex to the detector along the z-axis The accuracy in the angles is 0 2 mrad, in the 
offsets 0 I mm 
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Figure 6.11: The difference of6¡ and θι as a Junction of the azimuthal angle, on both fides of the 
interaction point, (left -z„ right+z). The fit is drawn with a solid line. 
Vertex position 
So far the ¿-positions of the detector have been expressed in global L3 coordinates. To obtain the 
luminosity per layer however, the distance from the detector to the actual vertex position is of in-
terest. Therefore the vertex position with respect to the origin of the L3 frame must be determined. 
Using the notations defined in figure 6.12 the vertex position, zltrrei, can be expressed as 
stenta 
Δ; 
*• vtrlex 
(ζ, + ііП 
r2-
(6.18) 
r\ + r2 
2(_і_ПІГІ_ ' Δ ζ 
where Δζ is determined from a sample of back-to-back Bhabha events and a Gaussian fit is per­
formed to determine the mean of the distribution. The results are shown for run period С in fi­
gure 6.13. The fitted value of Δζ = -2.7 ± 0.2 mm, corresponds to cVLrlcx = -0.1 ± 0.2 mm. Com­
bining the fits for periods А, В and С the average value of г4СПС, is found to be -0.25 ± 0.2 mm. 
The total distance from each layer to the actual vertex is given in table 6.7 together with the 
corresponding correction factor to the visible cross section. These numbers are the combined re­
sults of the surveyed position (table 6.5), the otlset due to the rotation of the detector (table 6.6) 
and the vertex position. The error on the individual distances is 1.1 mm corresponding to an error 
on Л
е г 1 of 0.0008. 
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7 7 7 7 
Figure 6.12: Definition of the quantities relevant for the calculation of the position of the vertex 
in the ζ direction, Zo is the origin of the L3 frame. 
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Figure 6.13: Vertex displacement for the data of period C. The Gaussian fit gives an average dis­
placement of Δ; = -2.7 ± 0.2 mm. 
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layer 1 
layer 2 
layer 3 
layer 4 
1993 A+B 
г (mm) 
2609 2 
2688 8 
2615 2 
2694 7 
J" VLÏ4 
1 0054 
1 0049 
1 0100 
1 0093 
1993 С 
¿(mm) 
2609 2 
2689 0 
2613 7 
2693 2 
J vert 
1 0053 
1 0049 
1 0088 
1 0082 
Idbk 6.7: Tin final position with respect to the \eitex и ith the corresponding acceptance cor 
и < non J- ,, 
6.3.5 Temperature correction, J^ temp 
All clcicctoi design specifications are specified at a temperature of 20 °C Also the optical survey 
measuiements have been performed in an environment of 20 °C However, the operating tempera 
une in the pit was 33±5°C To take the resulting expansion of the detector into account the expan 
Mori ol л spare layer has been studied at NIKHEF while it was heated it from 20 °C to 35 °C Using 
the optical survey bench the expansion coefficient has thus been measured to be 15 ± 4 ppm/K 
These measurements are in agreement with the temperature expansion coefficient of Stesaht which 
is 11 S ppm/K The expansion is calculated at the point where the silicon sensor is pushed to the 
alignment pin which is attached to the Stesaht The expansion with respect to the design value of 
/ = 7S 000 mm is 15 ± 4 μπι for the temperature observed in the L3 pit 
The maximal total expansion of the silicon sensor itself is 3 μπι Since it is not clear how this 
cxtiapolates from the inside edge to the boundaries this is taken as a worst case estimate for the 
uncertainty in the boundary position 
Combining the uncertainties in the temperature (with ± 5 °C corresponding to ± 5 μιτι), the 
uncertainty in the expansion coefficient (with ± 4 ppm corresponding to ± 4 μπι) and the uncer 
lainly in the expansion of the silicon itself the total error on fiducial volume boundary due to the 
expansion is estimated to be 5 θ 4 θ 3 = 7 μπι The correction factor for the visible cross section 
is the same for all layers and is J"temp = 0 99957 ± 0 00020 
6.3.6 Total visible cross section 
The total geometry factor is used to calculate the visible cross section for each layer The visible 
cross section at %/ϊ = 91 25 GeV is given in table 6 8 together with the total geometry correction 
factor T%i ,m, for each run period 
As was shown in chapter 1 (see equation 1 17) the generated cross section is to be corrected 
with a factor Ty / T«s depending on the centre of mass eneigy, \fs' For a point with a centre 
of mass energy of \fs' the factor T
sis is in the Bom approximation equal to sis' The product of 
both corrections factors are given in table 6 9 
With the numbers from these two tables the exact visible cross section can be calculated for 
each LEP run period 
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σ ( 0 N.tJNgLn 
layer 1 
layer 2 
layer 3 
layer 4 
68981 34 
72930.51 
68843.89 
72862 33 
τ 
-
/
 2eom 
1.004752 
1.004459 
1.010140 
1.009763 
1.004832 
1.004530 
1.011427 
1.010574 
1 005033 
1.004580 
1 009533 
1.009000 
Table 6.8: The visible cross section at a centre of mass energy of 91 25 GeV with the correction 
factors for each period 
xA 
89 45 
91.21 
93 03 
•Tv*' Fy-z 
1.04100 
1 00131 
0.96238 
Table 6.9: Cross section correction for the three centre of mass energy points at which the LEP 
machine has been operated m 1993 
6.4 Luminosity 
Combining all the numbers of the previous paragraphs the integrated luminosity, averaged over 
the four layers, can now be obtained. To make use of the luminosity in analyses of other event 
topologies the luminosity is calculated per run and stored in a database together with the LEP in­
formation on the beam energy 
The following numbers are integrated over all 1993 runs, seperately for each energy point. The 
centre of mass energy is obtained fiom the LEP energy calibration and is split in three points. The 
"peakxyï = 91 GeV) and two off peak points, "peak-2' and 'peak+2' (respectively ,/s =89 GeV 
and N/Ï = 93 GeV). The number of events and corresponding luminosities are given in table 6 10 
Bhabha events 
layer 1 
layer 2 
layer 3 
layer 4 
peak -2 
610959 
644892 
613067 
647465 
peak 
1070587 
1129386 
1074894 
1135167 
peak +2 
584600 
617168 
586108 
618625 
Integrated luminosity (1/pb) 
8.46 15 41 8.75 
Table 6.10: The integrated luminosity for 1993. 
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The total integrated luminosity recorded at the L3 experiment in 1993 is 
С = 32 62 ± 0 02(stat ) ± 0 07(sys ) 
The systematic error is discussed in the following section 
6.4.1 Systematic uncertainties 
Event selection 
After all the corrections of the detector geometry, small differences between the data and Monte 
Carlo sample still remain The uncertainty, introduced by the application of the selection cuts, is 
estimated by variation of the cuts around their centi al value and examining the resulting change 
in the luminosity The effects of these type of variations are shown in figure 6 14 If variation 
of the cut over a realistic range shows a systematic change in the luminosity a systematic error is 
assigned If the systematic error appears to be smaller than the statistical errors and the variation 
steps cannot be made smaller a worst case estimate of the error is made This estimate, which is 
actually the maximum sensibility for systematic effects, corresponds to the size of the statistical 
error on two neighbouring points in the variation plot Calculation of this statistical error is based 
on the absolute difference in the number of events between the sample at the central value and 
the sample at the value under study Therefore each point can only be compared with the point at 
the nominal value of the cut parameter The total error on the event selection, with the individual 
contributions added in quadrature, is 0 04% (table 6 11) 
source 
inner boundary 
outer boundary 
min energy 
max energy 
gap-cut 
coplanarity 
Total selection 
uncertainty (%) 
0 020 
0010 
0 020 
0010 
0 020 
0 020 
0 042 
Tabic 6.11: Svstematie uncertainties in the e\cnt selection The mdixidual игоіь are summed in 
quadrature 
Geometry 
The uncertainties in the geometiy are summaiised in table 6 12 Although the beam position is 
only known to a precision of 100 μπι this has no cttect on the luminosity due to the tight loose 
requirement The relatively large en or in the total --distance is caused by problems with the at­
tachment of the survey ïods in combination with a ngidiiy problem ot the fixation of the detectors 
at the loot 
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Figure 6.14: The relative change in luminosity as a function of the variation of the selection cri­
teria. 
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source 
survey sensors 
beam position 
Ζ distance 
temperature effects 
total geometry 
uncertainty 
6 μιη 
0 1 mm 
1 6 mm 
7 μπι 
0 018% 
Negligible 
0 061 % 
0 020 % 
0 067 % 
Table 6.12: Systematic uncertainlit s in the detector geometry The individual errors are summed 
in quadrature 
Comparing four layers 
A consistency check on the luminosity calculation is the comparison of the tour samples In this 
comparison part of the systematic effects can be studied All systematic errors which are not cor­
related between the four samples can cause differences in the tour curves An error in the с deter 
mination of the vertex explains the difference in the samples of +: and - ; Dillcrcnccs between the 
inner and outer layer are to be expected from the error on the inner boundary The total systematic 
uncertainty is indicated with a solid line 
Since the selected event samples are not identical for the inner and outei layer, a statistical error 
is to be expected as well Since the cut is on a hxed value of r the number of accepted events is 
larger for the outer layers As can be seen in table 6 1 in the outer layer approximately 2 4 million 
events are selected versus 2 2 in the inner layer For the Monte Carlo this dillcrcncc is 0 8 million 
and 0 72 million This leads to a 0 042 % statistical error between the inner and outer layer 
The tour event samples are found to be consistent within the errors and therefore no additional 
error is assigned The overall systematic error on the 1993 luminosity is thus 0 08 % All un­
certainties are summarised in table 6 Π A comparison is made with the analysis based on the 
BGO only The numbers for this analysis arc the best results obtained in 1992 [16] Although 
more events have been generated since than the statistical uncertainty is not adjusted for the extra 
amount Monte Carlo events since it was not the dominating erroi 
6.5 Lineshape 
Using the luminosity calculation in the analysis of the the decay of the Ζ into a quark pair the cross 
section is determined at each of the centre of mass energies In figure 6 16 the cross section is 
shown and compared with the points obtained before 1993 A detailed description of the selection 
of the events of the type Ζ —» qq can be found in [40] From the fit the mass mz, and the decay 
width, F¿ of the Ζ boson <vc detei mined [41] 
^ = 9 U 9 0 0±' i4MeV 
Γ/ = 2504 0 ± 5 8 MeV 
Using all the L3 data from 1990 through 1993 the number of light neutrino species can be 
determined from the mass of the Ζ boson and the decay widths of the Ζ into hadrons en leptons 
The number of neutrinos is N
v
 = 2 981 ± 0 031 [42] 
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Figure 6.15: The relative change in the luminosity as a function oj the change in the inner boun­
dary for all the four layers 
source 
trigger 
event selection 
background subt. 
geometry 
total experimental 
MC statistical 
theory 
total 
contribution to ACIC (% ) 
BGO Analysis 
negligible 
0.3 
negligible 
0.4 
0.5 
0.1 
0.25 
0.6 
contribution to ACIC (c/r) 
BGO+SLUM analysis 
negligible 
0.042 
negligible 
0.067 
0.08 
0.09 
0.16 
0.20 
Table 6.13: Systematic uncertainties on the lununosih nicasuiement Before 1993 the luminosity 
measurement was perpnmcd with the use oj the BGO cletectoi alone 
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Figure 6.16: The cioss~ section of the decay of a Ζ boson into a quark pair The solid line is a fit 
to the data On the bottom plot the points· are compared to the fit value. 
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Chapter 7 
Radiative Bhabha Events 
7.1 Introduction 
Radiative Bhabha events have, apart from the electron and the positron, a photon in the final state 
For a precise measurement of the luminosity these radiative effects are important Firstly, one 
of the largest contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the luminosity is due to incomplete 
modelling of higher order effects in the Monte Carlo event generator Secondly imperfections in 
the detector geometry have a profound effect on the selection of radiative events To investigate 
the modelling of radiative effects, two very different topologies of radiative Bhabha events are 
selected ' 
1 Bhabha events with in addition to the scattered electron and positron a photon observed in 
one or both of the BGO calorimeters This type of event is referred to as a 'final state' ra­
diative event and is written as e4e —>e+e γ, 
2 Bhabha events with in addition to the scattered electron and positron a photon(s) escaping 
along the beam direction This type of events is referred to as an 'initial state' radiative event 
and is written as e+e" —>ε+ε~(γ), 
In this chapter the event selection and the comparison between real and simulated data for these 
two event samples are discussed Both samples are obtained by the application of si lghtly modified 
cuts with respect to the standard Bhabha event selection cuts as discussed in the previous chapter 
A generator study is made to estimate the amount of events to be expected, in section 7 2 In 
section 7 3 the final state events are presented followed by the initial state events in section 7 4 
All energies are expressed in fractions of the beam energy The coordinates are expressed in 
θ and all the geometry corrections are implemented 
7.2 Generated radiative events 
For the study of radiative Bhabha scattering, the Bhlumi (version 2 01) event generator is used 
At the generator level a Bhabha event sample is selected according to the selection criteria de­
scribed in the previous chapter For each event of this sample, the energies and momenta of all 
1
 Theoretically phoions trom initial and final state radiation arc indistinguishable the expressions initial state and 
final state are only used to label Ihe two selected event samples 
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generated photons are added to yield the total photon energy and momentum. Events with a to-
tal photon energy of less than 10% of the beam energy are rejected from the sample of radiative 
events. The polar angle of the total photon momentum vector is used to tag the selected events: 
Initial state radiation if the polar is below 20 mrad and final stale radiation if the polar angle is in 
the 32-55 mrad range (approximately the fiducial volume used for the luminosity analysis in the 
previous chapter). 
Figure 7.1 shows the energy distribution for all selected Bhabha events and for those classified 
as initial and final state radiation. Photons which are classified neither as initial state nor final state 
events, since they are in the polar range from 20-32 mrad explain the events in the tail. 
Given the L3 detector geometry the initial and final state radiative event samples, with a photon 
energy larger than 0.1 £ь<.
ат
, amount to about 7% and 1 % of the selected Bhabha sample respec­
tively. This already provides a quantitative estimate on the relative importance of the radiation 
effects. It also explains why care is required to avoid biases in the Bhabha event selection due to 
initial state radiation effects. 
^ 10 
1ГУ r 
— ι — ' I ' — г 
MCBHLUMI 
1 All Bhabhas 
D Initial-slate 
В Final-state 
0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 
E/E„...... 
Figure 7.1: Energy distribution for the generated Bhabha events. The events with initial state 
radiation or with final state radiation are separately hatched. 
7.3 Final state radiation 
In this analysis all the reconstructed clusters in the BGO are considered scperately. The kinematic 
variables (Δ', θ, φ) of these clusters are defined as described in section 5.3.2. The first indication 
of a final state event is the presence of a second cluster in one of the two calorimeters. Events with 
more than two bumps at one side are mainly caused by double linai slate radiation or an additional 
phoion produced in the material preceding ihc detector. These events are rejecied. 
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A typical e+c —>e+e γ event is shown in figuie 7 2 Thiee distinct electromagnetic showers 
can be identified within the BGO calorimeter The BGO calorimeters alone do not allow a dis­
tinction between a γ and an e* Therefoie the photon is identified as the least energetic ot the two 
showers Using the silicon tracker for election identification leads to asymmetries in the data and 
Monte Carlo sample since the amount of matenal in front of the detector is slightly dillcrenl Only 
photons with an energy exceeding 0 1 Е^
лт
 aie letained 
zi- г ζι+ t\+ 
Figure 7.2: Example of a e+e —> e+e~y c\ent with all ¡hue particles detected in the luminosity 
monitor On the -z side two separate clusters tan ht distinguished on the +z side all the energy 
is contained m one shower 
The fiducial volume requirement (32 < θ < S 5 miad) is applied on the most energetic pai ticlc 
as in the standaid luminosity analysis, thus allowing the examination of the same event sample 
To retain more final state events than in the standard Bhabha sample the particles reconstructed 
within a single BGO calorimeter are subsequently combined into a single particle' via a vector 
summation ot the two sets of kinematic variables The nominal coplanarity and energy require 
ments are calculated using the kinematic variables ot this particle The summation is only used 
to apply these cuts, the clusters are still separately identified as photon (least energetic cluster) and 
electron (most energetic cluster) 
For a genuine radiative Bhabha event the sum ot the energy of the photon, Fy, and the eneigy 
of the electron (or positron), E
e
, must be close to the beam energy If the energy of the two clus 
ters, shown in figure 7 3 (left), is examined a background is observed formed by events with in 
total more than the beam energy This contamination is caused by coincidences of off momentum 
particles and real Bhabha events Although the numbei of background events is small compared 
to the Bhabha sample used in the luminosity analysis it is the major concern in the final state radia 
live event selection since these events are specifically selected with the requirement of two BGO 
clusters at one side 
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To separate the radiative events from this background the following additional cuts are used: 
0.9 <Ey + £Cieclron < 1.1 
Ey > 0.10 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
The effect of these cuts is shown in figure 7.3 (left). In figure 7.3 (right) the measured differential 
cross section for final state radiation is shown as a function of the photon energy. The cross section 
is summed over both sides of the detector. The same plot also shows the result of a simulation 
based on the Bhlumi Monte Carlo event generator and the L3 detector simulation package. The 
cut-off at Ey = 0.5 is due to the specific requirement used to identify the photon. A few events 
are observed with a photon energy above 0.5 £bcam because the reconstructed energy is sometimes 
slightly above the total beam energy. Data and simulation are in excellent agreement. 
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Figure 7.3: The energy of the most energetic cluster versus the energy of the least energetic clus­
ter (left). The solid lines indicates the selection cuts. The differential cross section for fined state 
radiation (right). 
The ratio of the integrated cross section above Ey = 0.10 is: 
{¡0"t(do)l(dEy)dF, YJd.ua 
\^(do)l(dEy)dE. : 0.993 ±0.010 ±0.013 (7.3) 
УІМС 
where, the first uncertainty is the statistical error and the second uncertainty is due to a system­
atic uncertainty. This systematic uncertainty includes a contribution due to geometric differences 
between the data and the Monte Carlo. 
Due to selection of events with two. and not more than two, bumps in one calorimeter some 
events have been rejected where a coincidence occurred between a final state event and back­
ground event. An estimate of these events is made by the comparison of the data and Monte Carlo 
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samples with three clusters at one side In the Monte Carlo sample these events are only double 
final slate radiative events In the data there is an additional contribution from background events 
The total amount of falsely rejected events is estimated to be less than one percent consistent with 
assigned systematic error 
The modelling of the final state radiation in the Monte Carlo is compared with the differential 
cross section observed in the data, to an accuracy of a percent Since the total traction of the final 
state events from all selected Bhabha events is only 2% this alieady ensures that the systematic 
eltect on the luminosity measurements is negligible 
7.4 Initial state radiation 
Figure 7.4: Example of a e* e —> e e {y)e\ent In this case the presence of a photon is deduced 
from the apparent energy-momentum imbalance The missing energy on the -z side ι i 0 28 Яьеат 
A typical е+е" —>е+е (γ) event candidate where the photon escapes along the beam line, is 
shown in figure 7 4 These events are characterised by the presence of two energy deposits in the 
BGO calorimeters of the luminosity monitor one with an eneigy close to the beam energy and 
one on the opposite side of the íntei action point with an energy substantially smaller than Е^
сат 
The selection of events is the same as the Bhabhas for the luminosity sample except for one 
difference the tight-loose selection is abandoned foi these acollinear events The reconstructed 
impact points on both sides of the interaction point are needed to reconstruct the total event and 
therefore the fiducial volume is chosen such that it is completely covered by the silicon To stay as 
close as possible to the event sample used in the luminosity calculation the cut is again 32 < θ < 
55 mrad, but the electron and the positron must be inside this volume 
Conservation of transverse momentum imposes the lollowing constraints on the measured en­
ergies (£ |
 2) and the measured polar angles, (θ | τ) corresponding to the electron and the positron 
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Assuming a photon escapes along the beam line with energy Ey and no transverse momentum, the 
following equations hold 
2Ebeam = El+E2 + Ey (7 4) 
Ey = E¡ cos θ| + Ег cos θ2 
£Ί sin θ\ = Ε2 sin θ2 
These relations are used to employ a kinematic fit to test the hypothesis that the complete event 
consists of the observed electron and positron together with the 'missing' photon Based on these 
equations, the following χ2 is defined 
2 v (Ε,-ЕГ")2 (0, - ΘΓΊ2 
X
 ¿-2 (ΔΕ,)' (Δβ,)2 l J 
The electron (and positron) energies and the polar scattering angles are varied around their mea­
sured values to minimise the χ2 At this minimum the optimal photon energy is obtained as well 
as improved values for the scattering angles and energies 
The errors on the energy measurement (ΔΔ,) are calculated using the energy resolution of 1 3% 
The errors on the polar angles,(A6,) are the combined errors on the intrinsic position resolution 
of the detector and the offsets between the detectors on both sides of the interaction point The 
intrinsic resolution differs per pitch region and is given by the stnpwidth/\/Ï2 Since the photon 
energy is determined for each event seperately with the kinematic fit these detector offsets do not 
cancel The detector position is known with a precision of 0 I mm in the transverse plane and 
1 1 mm in the longitudinal direction The resulting geometry error on the measured polar angle is 
0 13% 
After the χ2 has been minimised the confidence level is calculated, see figure 7 5 (left) For 
genuine initial state radiative events the expected distribution is expected to be flat Events which 
can not be explained with a photon escaping along the beam pipe are seen in the figure as a large 
peak at small confidence levels and are rejected from the final sample The measured differential 
cross section for initial state photon radiation is given in figure 7 5 (right) In the same figure also 
the result of the simulation is given The abrupt drop above 0 35 Еьсат 'S caused by the size ot 
the fiducial volume Events which such hard initial state photons are so acolhnear that only the 
electron or the positron is contained inside the volume and the events are therefore rejected The 
data and the simulation are in good agreement Only events with a fitted photon energy exceeding 
0 10 are kept 
Again the comparison between data and Monte Carlo is quantified by the ratio of the integrated 
cross sections above Ey = 0 10 
uo
 ' '
J d
' " =0980 ±0007 ±0012 (7 6) 
\£{daldE,)dEH M C 
the first uncertainty is again the statistical error and the second uncertainty is due to systematic 
uncertainties The systematic error is estimated by vanation of the energy scale of the data with 
respect to the Monte Carlo The uncertainty in the absolute energy calibration is estimated by 
comparing the energy distribution oí the non radiative Bhabha events in both Monte Carlo and 
data and is found to be 0 1 % The corresponding systematic error on the radiative event sample is 
1 2% 
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For the luminosity calculation this effect is negligible since in this case the cut is in the tail 
of the energy distribution. If the asymmetric energy requirements of 0.4 Ebeam a n ^ 0.8 Ebeam are 
varied in the data sample with 0.1 % the resulting change in the luminosity is only 0.01 % which is 
compatible with the error assigned to the energy requirement in the selection procedure. 
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Figure 7.5: (left) Confidence level oj"the fined photon events, (right) Differential cross section for 
initial state radiation. 
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Summary 
In this thesis a detailed description is presented of the luminosity measurement at the L3 exper­
iment in the LEP ring. The process used for the luminosity measurement is small angle Bhabha 
scattering. In 1993 the L3 luminosity detector was upgraded with a silicon strip detector installed 
in front of the existing BGO calorimeter. 
The silicon strip sensors used for the detector are carefully tested. It has been found that the 
leakage current through the strips is low, in the order of 10 nA/cm2. The surface current is not 
negligible and can even increase to .several μΑ per sensor. The performance of the sensors is not 
affected since the current is absorbed by the guard ring. In the L3 detector the depletion of the 
sensors must be monitored constantly to avoid signal loss due to a drop in the effective bias voltage 
over the sensor. 
In 1992 the silicon detector has been tested in a 50 GeV electron test beam. From the test beam 
data it is concluded that the performance ol the detector is good- the average signal to noise ratio 
is 14, and less than three percent of the traversing particles cause hits on adjacent strips. It is also 
shown that the alignment pins on the support structure lead to an increased level of multiple hits 
in a region of several millimetres around the pins. 
The first year of operation of the silicon detector was successful. Only four of the 8192 strips 
were found to be dead and four other strips showed such a noisy behaviour that they could not be 
used in the data analysis. 
The visible cross section of the Bhabha process in the luminosity detectors is determined using 
the Monte Carlo generator Bhlumi. The systematic uncertainty on this cross section is 0.16%. 
Since the simulation of Monte Carlo events is very CPU time consuming only a limited number 
of events can be simulated. The statistical error on these events is included as a systematic effect 
and is 0.09% 
The experimental uncertainties in the luminosity determination are mainly determined by a 
finite knowledge on the positions of the sensors on the support structure (9 μιη) and a problem 
with the rigidity of the detectors in the г direction ( 1.6 mm). The contribution of these effects to 
the total uncertainty in the luminosity determination are 0.03% and 0.06% respectively. 
The Bhabha scattering events with in addition to the electron and the positron, a photon are ot 
special importance for the luminosity determination. A distinction is made between 'initial state' 
photons and the ' final state' photons, produced in the angular region below 20 mrad and the region 
between 32 and 55 mrad respectively. The determination of the cross section for the radiative 
photons is mainly limited by the uncertainty in the absolute energy scale. The agreement between 
the data and Monte Carlo is found to be I %. 
The overall experimental uncertainty in the luminosity measurement with the L3 detector is 
0.08%. 
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Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift wordt een gedetailleerde beschrijving gegeven van de helderheidsmeting bij het 
L3 experiment in de LEP opslagring Het proces dat wordt gebruikt om deze helderheid te meten 
is Bhabha verstrooiing onder kleine hoeken 
In 1993 werd de helderheidsdetector van het L3 experiment verbeterd met silicium strips die 
voor de bestaande BGO calorimeter zijn geplaatst Deze silicium strip sensoren zijn uitgebreid 
getest De lekstroom door de strips is laag, in de orde van 10 nA/cm2 Er wordt echter een sig 
nifikante oppervlakte stroom waargenomen die op kan lopen tot enkele μΑ per sensor Het gedrag 
van de sensoren wordt hierdoor niet aangetast omdat deze oppervlakte stroom geabsorbeerd wordt 
door een extra strip die aan de rand van de detector loopt, de 'guard ring' Het gevolg is wel dat 
de effectieve spanning over de sensoren voortdurend bewaakt moet worden om te voorkomen dat 
het signaal kleiner wordt door een vermindering van de depletie van de sensor 
In 1992 is de silicium detector getest in een testbundel van 50 GcV elettronen Uu de gegevens 
van deze test kan geconcludeerd worden dat de detector zich goed gedraagt de signaal ruis ver 
houding is 14 en in slechts drie procent van de gevallen leidt een passerend deeltje tot een signaal in 
een van de aangrenzende strips Tevens wordt aangetoond dat de uithjn-pinnen op de draagstruc 
tuur leiden tot een vermeerdering van het aantal gevallen waarin op meerdere strips een signaal 
wordt gemeten, in een gebied van enkele millimeters rond deze pinnen 
Het eerste jaar dat de silicium detector is gebruikt was succesvol Slechts vier van de in totaal 
8192 strips bleken niet te functioneren en vier andere strips vertoonden zoveel ruis dat ze niet 
bruikbaar waren in de analyse van de gegevens 
De werkzame doorsnede van de Bhabha verstrooiing, zichtbaar met de helderheids detectoren 
is bepaald met het Monte Carlo programma Bhlumi De systematische onzekerheid in deze werk­
zame doorsnede is 0 16% Omdat de simulatie van de detectorrespons op deze verstrooiingspro­
cessen zeer veel CPU tijd vergt is slechts een beperkt aantal gevallen gesimuleerd De statistische 
onzekerheid is daardoor 0 09% en wordt als extra systematische onzekerheid in de helderheids 
meting toegekend 
De experimentele onzekerheid in de heldcrheidsmeting wordt hoofdzakelijk bepaald dooreen 
eindige kennis van de positie van de sensoren op de draagstructuur (9 μτη) en een probleem met 
de stijfheid van de draagstructuur in de richting van de bundelas ( 1 6 mm) De bijdragen van deze 
effecten tot de totale onzekerheid zijn respectievelijk 0 03 % en 0 06 % 
De gevallen van Bhabha verstrooiing waarin naast het electron en hel positron ook een foton 
wordt geproduceerd zijn erg belangrijk voor de heldcrheidsmeting Er wordt onderscheid gemaakt 
tussen fotonen uit de begin- en eindtoestand, respectievelijk geproduceerd onder een hoek van 20 
mrad of minder en een hoek tussen 32 en 55 mrad De bepaling van de werkzame doorsnede van 
deze processen wordt beperkt door de experimentele onzekerheid in de absolute energiekahbratie 
van de calorie meter Er wordt overeenstemming tussen data en simulatie aangetoond op het pro 
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cent niveau 
De uiteindelijke experimentele onzekerheid in de bepaling van de helderheid met de L3 detec-
tor is 0.08%. 
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